
Amir issues law on
documentation

Amir receives call from
Tunisian president

Saudi can invest in 
Iran ‘very quickly’

‘US drone incident 
likely unintentional’

Swiss bid to assuage 
fears over Credit Suisse

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim 
bin Hamad al-Thani issued yesterday 
Law No. 1 of 2023 on documentation. 
The law is eff ective and is to be 
published in the Off icial Gazette. 
The Ministry of Justice applauded 
issuance of the law. In a statement, 
the ministry said the new law aims to 
improve documentation services to 
keep pace with the comprehensive 
renaissance witnessed by the State 
in various fields and to facilitate 
the conduct of transactions as 
well as citizens’ access to them 
electronically, in a step that is the 
first of its kind since the issuance 
of Law No. 9 of 1979. The ministry 
noted that the provisions of the new 
law, which included 37 articles, were 
formulated to replace the law in 
force for about 44 years, including 
comprehensive and fundamental 
amendments that will bring about a 
quantum leap in the field of services 
provided to the public, especially 
services for documentation and 
certification of documents and proof 
of their history. Page 5

His Highness the Amir Sheikh 
Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani received 
yesterday a phone call from President 
of the Republic of Tunisia Kais 
Saied. The call dealt with discussing 
bilateral co-operation and the means 
to enhance them, in addition to 
discussing regional and international 
issues of joint interest. (QNA)

Saudi Arabia’s Finance Minister 
Mohamed al-Jadaan said yesterday 
that Saudi investments into Iran 
could happen “very quickly” 
following an agreement to restore 
diplomatic ties. “There are a lot of 
opportunities for Saudi investments 
in Iran. We don’t see impediments as 
long as the terms of any agreement 
would be respected,” al-Jadaan 
said during the Financial Sector 
Conference in Riyadh. “Stability in 
the region is very important, for the 
world and for the countries in the 
region, and we have always said that 
Iran is our neighbour and we have no 
interest to have a conflict with our 
neighbours, if they are willing to co-
operate,” al-Jadaan later told Reuters 
in an interview.

A US military surveillance drone’s 
crash into the Black Sea after being 
intercepted by Russian jets was 
likely an unintentional act from 
Russia’s side, US State Department 
spokesperson Ned Price told 
MSNBC yesterday. Moscow warned 
Washington to keep well away 
from its air space after the incident 
from a day earlier. “I think the 
best assessment right now is that 
it probably was unintentional. 
It probably was the result of 
profound incompetence on the 
part of one of these Russian pilots,” 
Price said. 

Swiss regulators said Credit Suisse 
can access liquidity from the central 
bank if needed, racing to assuage 
fears around the lender after it led 
a rout in European bank shares 
yesterday. In a joint statement, the 
Swiss financial regulator FINMA 
and the nation’s central bank 
said that Credit Suisse “meets the 
capital and liquidity requirements 
imposed on systemically important 
banks.” Governments and at least 
one bank were putting pressure 
on Switzerland to act, said people 
familiar with the matter. 

Local star al-Attiyah 
starts as favourite 
to win Qatar 
International Baja
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His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani chaired yesterday at the Amiri Diwan the first steering 
committee meeting of the Board of Directors of the Supreme Committee for Delivery and Legacy (SC) of 2023. His 
Highness the Deputy Amir Sheikh Abdullah bin Hamad al-Thani attended the meeting. Also, His Highness the Personal 
Representative of the Amir Sheikh Jassim bin Hamad al-Thani attended the meeting. HE the Prime Minister and Minister of 
Foreign Aff airs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman bin Jassim al-Thani attended the meeting. At the outset of the meeting, 
His Highness the Amir valued the eff orts made by all state agencies, which contributed to the success of hosting the FIFA 
World Cup Qatar 2022. Also, the Amir praised the positive interaction by members of society, citizens and residents, which 
contributed to enriching the atmosphere of the tournament. During the meeting, the tournament closing report was 
discussed and a presentation was shown on the overall accomplishments achieved from hosting it. Also, they were briefed 
on the completed plans to benefit from the legacy of the championship in several state’s sectors. (QNA)

Amir chairs meeting of Steering Committee of 
Supreme Committee for Delivery and LegacyAgriteQ starts

with stress on
food security
By Shafeeq Alingal
Staff  Reporter

The 10th Qatar International Ag-
ricultural Exhibition (AgriteQ) 
2023 started at the Doha Exhibi-

tion and Convention Centre yesterday 
with the participation of more than 55 
countries.

HE the Minister of Municipality Dr 
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz bin Turki al-
Subaie opened the fi ve-day exhibition. 
HE the Minister of Environment and 
Climate Change Sheikh Dr Faleh bin 
Nasser bin Ahmed bin Ali al-Thani, 
HE the Minister of Transport Jassim 
bin Saif bin Ahmed al-Sulaiti, HE the 
Minister of Commerce and Industry 
Sheikh Mohamed bin Hamad bin Qas-
sim al-Thani, Qatar Airways Group 
CEO and Qatar Tourism chairman HE 
Akbar al-Baker, Lebanese Minister of 
Agriculture Abbas Al Haj Hassan and 
Georgia’s Minister of Environmen-
tal Protection and Agriculture Otar 
Shamugia were the other dignitaries 
present. 

“Qatar places great emphasis on 
the agricultural sector in its various 

fi elds and works diligently to support 
and assist this vital sector in order to 
stimulate it to enhance food security 
and achieve sustainable agricultural 
development,” HE Dr al-Subaie said on 
the occasion.

Describing the agricultural sec-
tor as one of the most strategic in the 
country, he said its importance has in-
creased in light of the recent regional 
and international challenges and de-
velopments and highlighted the sev-
eral qualitative initiatives undertaken 
to develop the agricultural sector.

“The major initiatives included the 
implementation of the Agricultural 
Census project, tissue culture research, 
reducing food waste, developing labo-
ratories and veterinary quarantines at 
Hamad and Ruwais ports and operat-
ing the new fi sh markets in the cities 
of Al Khor and Al Shamal, expanding 
the fi shing ports in Al Wakra, Al Khor, 
Al Dhakira and Ruwais, sustain marine 
fi shing and fi sh farming at the Aquatic 
Research Centre in Ras Matbakh, as 
well as developing clusters of farms 
and studying the impact of treated 
water on animal feed agriculture,” he 
pointed out. To Page 9

HE the Minister of Municipality Dr Abdullah bin Abdulaziz bin Turki al-Subaie, 
HE the Minister of Commerce and Industry Sheikh Mohamed bin Hamad bin 
Qassim al-Thani and other dignitaries tour AgriteQ 2023 yesterday. 
PICTURE: Thajudheen

HIA ranked World’s Second-Best 
Airport at 2023 Skytrax Awards

Qatar’s Hamad International 
Airport (HIA) has been ranked 
as the second-best airport in 

the world, along with winning titles 
for ‘World’s Best Airport Shopping’ 
and ‘Best Airport in the Middle East’ 
for the ninth time in a row, at the 
Skytrax World Airport Awards 2023, 
hosted at the Passenger Terminal 
Expo in Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
yesterday.

The World Airport Awards are the 
most prestigious accolades for the 
airport industry, voted by customers 
in the largest annual global airport 
customer satisfactory survey, a state-
ment from HIA said.

HIA chief operating offi  cer Badr 
Mohamed al-Meer, said: “This is a 
positive refl ection to our robust air-
port operations and team’s dedica-
tion and an endorsement to our in-
vestment in ensuring our passengers 
enjoy an exceptional travel experi-
ence and in providing our partners 
with the best facility and service. We 

stay committed to our growth plans 
and maintaining high standards in the 
airport industry.”

Skytrax CEO Edward Plaisted, said: 
“We congratulate Hamad Interna-
tional Airport for their success in 
winning these important customer 
awards for 2023. The past few years 
have been extremely challenging for 
airports worldwide, and as we move 
on from the Covid-19 pandemic, it is 
pleasing to see passenger numbers re-
turning to normal, and for Hamad In-
ternational Airport to be recognised 

as a leading airport by their custom-
ers.”

Operating since 2000, the World 
Airport Awards are independent and 
impartial, and were introduced to 
provide a customer satisfaction study 
that is truly global in scope and cover-
age, the statement explained.

They are regarded as the quality 
benchmark for the world airport in-
dustry, assessing customer service 
and facilities across over 550 airports. 
The survey and awards are independ-
ent of any airport control or input.

The awards are based on the World 
Airport Survey questionnaires com-
pleted by over 60 nationalities of air-
port customers during the survey pe-
riod. The survey evaluated customer 
experience.

Since its opening in 2014, HIA has 
rapidly become one of the most prom-
inent airports in the world, off ering a 
wide range of services and facilities to 
its passengers and welcoming them to 
an extraordinary destination. 

A skateboarder performs a stunt yesterday at the unveiling of the Doha Capsule collection from 
Paris Saint-Germain (PSG) Football Club’s collaboration with UK brand, Clown Skateboards, and 
calligraffiti artist Fatima al-Sharshani, at Qatar Creates Week 2023 yesterday. 
PICTURE: Thajudheen Page 8

PSG, Clown Skateboards, Fatima
launch Doha Capsule collectionQatar, a wedding destination

like no other, says al-Baker
By Joey Aguilar
Staff  Reporter

From the world’s best ho-
tels and venues to unpar-
alleled hospitality, ‘Qatar 

has everything’ to become a 
leading and favourite wedding 
destination globally, Qatar 
Tourism chairman and Qatar 
Airways Group Chief Executive 
HE Akbar al-Baker has said.

He was speaking at the 9th 
Annual Destination Wedding 
Planners Congress yesterday at 
St Regis Doha. The three-day 
event, which concludes today, 
has brought together 500 del-
egates and industry experts 
from up to 70 countries under 
one roof.

HE al-Baker pointed out that 
whoever gets married in Doha, 
ties the knot in Doha, will have 

an experience that is unprec-
edented. 

“We have everything here, 
the world’s best hotels, muse-

ums, beaches, the best venues, 
and everything that you need 
to make your wedding the best 
wedding is available here.

“But most importantly, you 
have the warmth and accept-
ance of the people of Qatar, and 
we don’t treat you as industry 
leaders in wedding planning, 
we don’t treat you as a com-
modity, we treat you as an asset 
and this is where we give you 
the maximum value to come 
and bring your venue to Doha.”

HE al-Baker said Qatar is not 
competing with other countries 
as a wedding destination since 
it has its own plans and assets 
to promote – hidden treasures 
that are yet to be discovered.

“We also do not want to be a 
tourist destination for 25, 30, 40 
million people. We are very mod-
erate, we are very humble in the 
numbers we want”.  To Page 3

Qatar Tourism chairman and 
Qatar Airways Group Chief 
Executive HE Akbar al-Baker 
speaking at the 9th Annual 
Destination Wedding Planners 
Congress yesterday. 
PICTURE: Shaji Kayamkulam

HIA chief operating off icer Badr 
Mohamed al-Meer
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HE the Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Aff airs Sheikh Mohamed bin 
Abdulrahman bin Jassim al-Thani met yesterday morning with Chairperson of the 
African Union Commission (AUC) Moussa Faki Mahamat on the occasion of his visit 
to the country to participate in the 5th Global Security Forum. During the meeting, 
they discussed ways to enhance co-operation relations between Qatar and the 
African Union and the most important developments of mutual interest. (QNA)

PM meets AUC chairperson

Amir, Deputy 
Amir, PM greet 
Hungarian 
leaders on 
national day

His Highness the Amir Sheikh 
Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani 
and His Highness the Deputy 
Amir Sheikh Abdullah bin 
Hamad al-Thani sent cables of 
congratulations to Hungarian 
President Katalin Novak on her 
country’s National Day. HE the 
Prime Minister and Minister of 
Foreign Aff airs Sheikh Mohamed 
bin Abdulrahman bin Jassim al-
Thani also sent a similar cable to 
his counterpart Viktor Orban to 
mark the occasion. (QNA)

Official

Cabinet welcomes resumption of Saudi-Iran diplomatic ties

QNA
Doha

HE the Prime Minister and Min-
ister of Foreign Aff airs Sheikh 
Mohamed bin Abdulrahman bin 

Jassim al-Thani chaired the Cabinet’s 
regular meeting held at its seat at the 
Amiri Diwan. Following the meeting, HE 
the Minister of State for Cabinet Aff airs 
issued the following statement:

At the beginning of the meeting, 
the Cabinet hailed the great success 
achieved by the 5th United Nations Con-
ference on the Least Developed Coun-
tries (LDC5), which was held in Doha 
from March 5 to 9 under the chairman-
ship of His Highness the Amir Sheikh 
Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, with wide 
and high level international participa-
tion.

The Cabinet affi  rmed that the frank, 
rich and constructive discussions dur-
ing the fi ve-day conference, which 
culminated in the Doha Political Dec-
laration and the adoption of the Doha 
Programme of Action (DPoA) for the 46 
Least Developed Countries for the Dec-

ade 2022-2031, gave 1.2bn people living 
in the LDCs a new hope for a better life 
and a more stable and prosperous future 
and more respectful for the aspirations 
of peoples.

The Cabinet renewed Qatar’s wel-
come of the agreement reached by Saudi 
Arabia and Iran to resume diplomatic 
relations between them, re-open their 
embassies and missions within a period 
not exceeding two months, and to acti-
vate the security co-operation agree-
ment between them and the general 
agreement for co-operation in the fi elds 
of economy, trade, investment, technol-
ogy, science, culture, sports, and youth.

It also affi  rmed that Qatar, which has 
always sought to resolve diff erences 
between countries through dialogue 
and diplomatic means, considers this 
agreement an important positive step 
that will contribute to strengthening the 
security and stability of the region and 
achieving the aspirations of its people. 
After that, the Cabinet considered the 
topics on its agenda as follows:

First: Approving a draft decree on set-
ting a date for the election of the Central 
Municipal Council’s members.

Second: Approving a draft Cabinet 
decision to form two valuation commit-
tees for expropriated property for the 
public benefi t and assign their terms of 
reference. 

The fi rst committee undertakes the 
valuation of real estate located within 
the cities of Doha and Al Rayyan, and 
the second undertakes the valuation of 
real estate located within other cities 
and villages.

The two committees will implement 
its competencies and tasks stipulated 
in Law No. 8 of 2022 regarding the tem-
porary expropriation and appropriation 
of real estate for the public use, and the 
regulations and decisions issued in im-
plementation thereof.

Third: Approving a draft memoran-
dum of understanding between the 
World Intellectual Property Organisa-
tion (WIPO) and the State of Qatar re-
garding small and medium-sized enter-
prises (SMEs).

Fourth: The Cabinet reviewed the 
semi-annual report of the Committee 
for the Regulation of Non-Qatari Own-
ership and Use of the Real Estate, and 
took the appropriate decision thereon.

Qatari cities witnessing 
developmental 
renaissance: Minister
QNA
Doha

HE the Minister of Municipal-
ity Dr Abdullah bin Abdulaziz 
bin Turki al-Subaie confi rmed 

that all Qatari cities have witnessed 
comprehensive development and ur-
ban renaissance in recent years, strik-
ing a balance between keeping pace 
with the developments of the modern 
era and preserving the authentic Qa-
tari identity and heritage, as well as 
the environment and sustainability.

He was speaking to mark the Arab 
City Day, which falls on March 15 of 
every year to commemorate the estab-
lishment of the Arab Towns Organisa-
tion in 1967. 

The most prominent successes 
achieved by the municipalities dur-
ing the recent period is that all Qa-
tari cities have been awarded the title 
Healthy City from the World Health 
Organisation (WHO), making Qatar 
the fi rst country in the Middle East re-
gion to receive this title. 

Six Qatari cities have also been 
awarded membership in the Unesco 
Global Network of Learning Cities 
(GNLC). Also, Al Wakra city won the 
Unesco Award for Learning Cities for 
the year 2021, and Al Daayen city won 
the Arab Socially Responsible City 
Award for the year 2023, after being 
selected by the Regional Network for 
Social Responsibility, in recognition 
of its eff orts in establishing distin-
guished practices in achieving social 
responsibility and sustainable devel-
opment.

HE al-Subaie added that these 
achievements and successes of the 

Qatari cities come as a culmination of 
the great eff orts made by the Minis-
try of Municipality represented by the 
municipalities to improve the qual-
ity of life and improve the health and 
well-being of the population, in order 
to achieve the strategic objectives of 
the ministry in preserving environ-
mentally friendly cities with green, 
healthy and picturesque facilities, 
and within the process of renaissance, 
development and prosperity that the 
country is witnessing under the wise 
leadership of His Highness the Amir 
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani.

HE the Minister said that the mu-
nicipalities played a prominent role 
in the projects and services provided 
by the ministry during the FIFA World 
Cup Qatar 2022, which contributed 
to the success of this global sport-
ing event whose positive echoes are 
still present in front of the world and 
will remain in the minds of millions 

around the world for periods to come.
At the end of his speech, HE the 

Minister of Municipality emphasised 
the continuation of the steps of com-
prehensive development and renais-
sance in all Qatari cities and raising 
the level of services provided to the 
public in all municipalities by trans-
forming these cities into smart cities 
and working to increase the effi  ciency 
of digital transformation and auto-
mating procedures between them and 
all sectors of the ministry and the rele-
vant authorities in the country as well 
as strengthening co-operation with 
the General Secretariat of the Arab 
Towns Organisation and the various 
member cities of the organisation, to 
exchange expertise among them, in an 
eff ort to develop Arab cities in order to 
achieve the hopes and aspirations of 
their residents.

HE the Minister of Municipality Dr 
Abdullah bin Abdulaziz bin Turki 
al-Subaie

The most prominent 
successes achieved 
by the municipalities 
during the recent 
period is that all 
Qatari cities have 
been awarded the 
title Healthy City from 
the World Health 
Organisation (WHO), 
making Qatar the first 
country in the Middle 
East region to receive 
this title

Qatar attends 
meetings of 
the Council 
of Arab 
Ministers for 
Health

Qatar participated in 
the 58th session of the 
Council of Arab Ministers 
for Health, which was 
held in Algeria. Qatar 
was represented in the 
meeting by Assistant 
Minister for Health Affairs 
of the Ministry of Public 
Health Dr Salih Ali al-
Marri. The meeting dealt 
with a number of topics, 
including successful 
Arab experiences in the 
health field, preparations 
for the upcoming Arab 
developmental summit 
...etc (QNA)

GCC meeting 
on technical 
standards
Qatar has participated 
in the fourth meeting 
and seventh workshop 
of the specialised team 
to prepare technical 
security guidelines 
for the protection of 
petroleum, industrial and 
vital installations in the 
Co-operation Council for 
the Arab States of the 
Gulf (GCC), which was 
held at the GCC General 
Secretariat headquarters 
in Riyadh. Captain Jassim 
Abdullah al-Thani of the 
General Directorate of 
Industrial Security at 
the Ministry of Interior 
represented Qatar in the 
meeting, which discussed 
the findings of the work 
teams in each of the GCC 
states regarding technical 
security guiding standards 
to get the desired results. 
(QNA)

Qatar, a wedding destination  like no other: Al-Baker

From Page 1

“We want this to be a family destination, 
where families feel comfortable, safe, 
feel relaxed, and have an influence that is 
synonymous with the hospitality that we 
have now,” he stated.
If Qatar successfully hosted the FIFA 
World Cup 2022, HE al-Baker pointed 
out that the country can also host the 
best and most memorable weddings.
He said Qatar Airways has now 
acquired seaplanes that will take 
guests to remote resorts: one has 
been built and a second is set to 

open in the next three months.
“There are so many things to discover 
about Qatar so I don’t only want 
people to come and get married here 
but keep in repeating honeymoons. 
With a destination like Qatar, you 
should keep on having many 
honeymoons,” HE al-Baker said.
As a tourism destination, he noted 
that Qatar off ers curated and unique 
experiences: its territorial waters is 
home to a large number of whale 
sharks and dugongs for more than 
three months; turtle hatchings on 
the beaches: the world’s best resorts 

that can be reached without any 
interference; and a country that has 
nearly 10 months of kite surfing – “an 
opportunity which doesn’t happen 
anywhere else”.
HE al-Baker noted that Qatar is also 
home to one of the best health and 
wellness resorts in the world – Zulal. 
The 9th Annual Destination Wedding 
Planners Congress - a globally 
renowned platform for wedding 
planners, connoisseurs, hoteliers, and 
professionals in the luxury wedding 
planning industry - is also presenting 
panel discussions and activities.
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HE the Minister of Municipality Dr Abdullah bin Abdulaziz bin Turki al-Subaie met with 
Minister of Environmental Protection and Agriculture of Georgia Otar Shamugia and 
his accompanying delegation, who is visiting the country. They discussed the bilateral 
relations in the field of agriculture and food security and strengthening means of 
co-operation in fields of common interest. (QNA)

Al-Subaie meets Georgia’s minister

Aid disbursal for needy families in Gaza today
The Qatar Committee for Reconstruction of Gaza announced that it will start today, in co-
operation with the Qatar Fund for Development (QFFD), the disbursement of the March batch of 
cash assistance to needy families in the Gaza Strip. In a statement on Wednesday, HE Chairman 
of the Qatar Committee for Reconstruction of Gaza Ambassador Mohamed al-Emadi said that 
the cash assistance will be provided to about 100,000 needy families in the governorates of the 
Gaza Strip, at a rate of $100 per family. He pointed out that the distribution process will take place 
through the United Nations at the distribution centres identified in the governorates of the Gaza 
Strip, which are 300 centres and shops. The State of Qatar disburses a monthly humanitarian 
grant in support of the brotherly Palestinian families in Gaza, who are suff ering from diff icult 
economic and living conditions caused by the Israeli siege. (QNA)

Initiative to support meat production during Ramadan

The Ministry of Commerce and Industry announced a new joint national initiative to support 
local meat production and support prices during Ramadan. The initiative is in co-operation with 
the Ministry of Municipality and Widam Food. It will start Saturday and will last until the end of 
Ramadan. The ministry said in a statement that the initiative comes to ensure the availability 
of red meat to citizens during the holy month of Ramadan at reasonable prices, in addition 
to creating a balance between supply and demand, which contributes to price stability in the 
markets. The ministry said that it agreed with Widam to provide 30,000 heads of local cattle to 
sell at low prices for citizens (two sheep per citizen). They have to present their ID to Widam’s 
slaughter houses in Al Shamal, Al Khor, Umm Salal, Al Wakra and Al Sheehaniya, or through the 
company’s app. Each sheep’s weight ranges from 30-35kg and will cost QR900. (QNA)

Qatar backs international eff orts to achieve 
comprehensive justice for Syrian people
QNA
Doha

Qatar reiterated its full support 
of international eff orts aim-
ing to bring comprehensive 

justice to the Syrian people. This 
came during the statement made by 
HE the Assistant Foreign Minister 
for Regional Aff airs Dr Mohamed bin 
Abdulaziz bin Saleh al-Khulaifi  via 
video conference in an event organ-
ised by the US in co-operation with 
Syrian Network for Human Rights, 
with high-level participation from 
Qatar, US, The Netherlands and Ger-
many.

HE al-Khulaifi  expressed ap-
preciation to the organisers of this 
important event, adding that Qatar 
shares its deep concern about human 
rights situation in Syria over the past 
years. He said that the diffi  cult situ-
ation experienced by the Syrians has 

resulted in the displacement of mil-
lions of refugees around the world, 
the detention and torture of thou-
sands, the destruction of cities and 
the demolition of buildings. 

He expressed his regrets that the 
crisis deteriorated as a result of the 
earthquakes that hit Turkiye and 
Syria, but noted that the State of Qa-
tar was swift in building an airbridge 
and sent personnel to help in the res-
cue process, in a bid to alleviate the 
suff ering of those impacted.

He pointed out that Qatar sup-
ported the United Nations Human 
Rights Council in its endeavour to 
establish the Independent Inter-
national Commission of Inquiry on 
the Syrian Arab Republic, noting 
that Qatar is the main sponsor of 
the international, impartial and in-
dependent mechanism to assist in 
the investigation and prosecution of 
persons responsible for the most se-
rious crimes, according to the classi-

fi cation. international law commit-
ted in the Syrian Arab Republic since 
March 2011. 

He said that Qatar hopes its sup-
port of the mechanism will lead to 
the achievement of comprehensive 
justice for the Syrian people and all 

those impacted. The Assistant For-
eign Minister for Regional Aff airs 
stressed that Qatar is working proac-
tively and participating in every ef-
fort to resolve the Syrian crisis with 
all our international partners and the 
United Nations, and Qatar adheres 
to its fi rm position that the only so-
lution to this crisis is through fi nding 
a political solution agreed upon by 
all Syrian parties, in accordance with 
the Geneva I and Security Council 
Resolution No. 2254, in a way that 
preserves the unity and sovereignty 
of Syria and fulfi ls the aspirations of 
its people for security and stability.

 He added that Qatar will continue 
supporting all eff orts aiming to sup-
port people in Syria, and encour-
aged Qatar’s international partners 
to continue their eff orts in the po-
litical and humanitarian fi elds, given 
the complications that doesn’t serve 
those struggling as a result of the 
crisis.

HE the Assistant Foreign Minister 
for Regional Aff airs Dr Mohamed 
bin Abdulaziz bin Saleh al-Khulaifi 

Ooredoo upgrades how people 
connect from home with FTTR
In a fi rst for Qatar, Ooredoo has 

announced the upcoming readi-
ness of cutting-edge technology 

Fibre to the Room (FTTR), a new rev-
olutionary solution for home Internet 
customers. 

With FTTR, customers will be able 
to connect every single room in their 
home, even their majlis, to a super-
fast fi bre cable, resulting in up to 10x 
better coverage, a stable speed every-
where at home, zero blind spots, an 
upgraded quality for videos and gam-
ing, and more connected devices at 
maximum Internet speed.

Home Internet usage now de-
mands higher and consistent speed, 

as well as lower latency for work-
ing from home, HD+ live broadcast, 
8K video streaming, several VR apps 
and games, smart home devices, and 
more. Against this demanding back-
drop, FTTR will upgrade the overall 
customer experience.

Ooredoo Qatar CEO Sheikh Ali bin 
Jabor al-Thani said, “We are thrilled 
to be leading the charge in digital in-
novation yet again by testing Fibre to 
the Room technology in Qatar. Our 
commitment to delivering the lat-
est advancements in technology is 
unwavering, and we are excited to be 
bringing soon this revolutionary so-
lution for our customers. 

“With FTTR, we are taking a ma-
jor step forward in delivering faster 
and more reliable Internet to homes 
across the country. We look forward 
to seeing the transformative impact 
this technology will have on how 
our customers experience the digital 
world.”

As Ooredoo’s fi bre network con-
nects more than 99% of households 
in Qatar, a substantial number of 
customers will be able to benefi t from 
this new solution. Ooredoo will be 
announcing soon the next phase of 
the project, bringing the solution to 
customer homes and helping them 
further upgrade their world.

Ooredoo Qatar CEO Sheikh Ali 
bin Jabor al-Thani.

Municipality ministry launches first phase of Qatar’s real estate platform

QNA
Doha

The Ministry of Municipal-
ity announced the details 
of its project to develop and 

launch the first phase of Qatar’s 
real estate platform. The platform 
collects real estate data from its 
various sources, with the aim of 
storing data within a central plat-
form to achieve the future and 
strategic goals of the real estate 
sector in Qatar, the ministry said.

The project seeks to develop a 
central real estate platform that 
provides indicators for those in-
volved in the sector by collecting 
and analysing data from the vari-

ous concerned authorities in the 
country, the ministry added, not-
ing that the first phase of the plat-
form is the basic foundation on 
which the next stages are built to 
complete real estate platform de-
velopment work.

In exclusive statements to Qatar 
News Agency (QNA), director of 
the Technical Office at the Min-
istry of Municipality Tariq Juma 
al-Tamimi said the platform will 
provide the concerned authori-
ties with an integrated system that 
can be benefited from by examin-
ing the data provided by this plat-
form that supports the principle of 
transparency in order to facilitate 
guidance for future contracts.

The real estate platform will 

benefit the government agencies 
and the private sector, al-Tamimi 
said. 

He added that the second phase 
of this project seeks a more ac-
curate linking with the concerned 
authorities, and the third phase 
will be concerned with launching 
services more effectively through 
this platform.

He added that the real estate 
platform for Qatar will provide 
data in a more accurate and clear 
manner, as it works to lay the 
foundation stone for improving 
the private sector in the coming 
years, to reach the highest possi-
ble efficiency, indicating that the 
platform will provide service to all 
target segments, whether they are 

official bodies, individuals, owners 
or tenants. The project came after 
the adoption of the strategy for 
the development of the real estate 
sector in the ministerial meeting 
on 1/12/2021, and accordingly, the 
transition from the planning stage 
and the adoption of the strategy to 
the implementation stage related 
to a set of steps, the most impor-
tant of which is the launch of the 
platform, al-Tamimi added.

The use of the real estate plat-
form will be available to most Qa-
tari nationals and residents, he 
added, stressing the need to pay 
attention to the real estate sector 
as one of the most important sec-
tors that have an impact on invest-
ments.

Qatar reiterates commitment to 
implementing UNOCT mandates

Qatar participated in the UN Offi  ce of Counter-Ter-
rorism (UNOCT)’s quarterly briefi ng to the member 
states. HE the Permanent Representative of Qa-

tar to the United Nations Sheikha Alia bint Ahmed bin Saif 
al-Thani represented Qatar in the briefi ng. Addressing the 
briefi ng, HE Sheikha Alia affi  rmed Qatar’s commitment to 
facilitating the implementation of the UNOCT’s mandates 
and enhancing their key activities. 

She extended thanks to Under-Secretary-General for 
Counter-Terrorism Vladimir Voronkov on organising the 
briefi ng, welcoming the participation of directors of various 
UN bodies whose partnerships are essential for the success-
ful implementation of the duties of the UNOCT.

HE Sheikha Alia stressed the importance of abiding by 
the UN Global Counter-Terrorism Coordination Compact 
which Qatar strongly backs, expressing welcoming for the 
fruitful visit of the analytical support and sanctions moni-
toring team to Qatar in February, which enhances the mu-
tual co-ordination between Qatar and the UNOCT. She 
highlighted the fi rst annual forum for benefi ciaries of tech-
nical assistance in the fi eld of combating terrorism, jointly 
organised by Qatar in March 2022 in Doha, in the context 
of expanding the partnership with the UNOCT. The forum 
brought together recipients, providers and donors of tech-
nical assistance, and the discussions highlighted the signifi -
cant impact of UNOCT’s diverse and integrated projects and 
programs, and helped evaluate performance in order to im-
prove effi  ciency and eff ectiveness.

HE Sheikha Alia drew attention to Qatar’s FIFA World Cup 
Qatar 2022 hosting, whose objectives are consistent with the 
vision of the UNOCT for sport as a positive force to promote 
peace, tolerance and understanding. On the sidelines of the 
global event, a dialogue was organised on the value of sport 
as an eff ective tool to prevent violent extremism by the UN-
OCT’s sports and security programme in co-operation with 
Qatar’s Generation Amazing.

She highlighted the International Hub on Behavioral In-
sights to Counter Terrorism (BI Hub), as a UNOCT pro-
gramme established in 2020 in Doha in partnership with the 
State of Qatar. The BI Hub has achieved tangible successes 
including a podcast series and guidance note on behav-
ioural insights approach to fostering resilience in countering 
violent extremism. In the context of providing the UNOCT 
with the ability to carry out the activities entrusted to it, 
HE Sheikha Alia hailed the UN General Assembly’s Decem-
ber approval to convert 25 extra-budgetary positions into 
regular budget positions, welcoming the UNOCT’s tireless 
eff orts to fulfi l its mandate in leadership, co-ordination, ca-
pacity building and resource mobilisation. 
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Ministry of Justice applauds Amir’s 
issuance of law of documentation
QNA
Doha

The Ministry of Justice applauded His 
Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin 
Hamad al-Thani’s issuance of Law No. 

1 of 2023 on documentation.
The ministry said in a statement, in which it 

highlighted the most prominent features of the 
provisions of the new law on documentation, 
that the law aims to improve documentation 
services to keep pace with the comprehensive 
renaissance witnessed by the State in various 
fi elds and to facilitate the conduct of transac-
tions as well as citizens’ access to them elec-
tronically, in a step that is the fi rst of its kind 
since the issuance of Law No. 9 of 1979.

Within the framework of updating legis-
lation and keeping it in line with the goals 
of Qatar National Vision 2030, the minis-
try noted that the provisions of the new law, 
which included 37 articles, were formulated 
to replace the law in force for about 44 years, 
including comprehensive and fundamental 
amendments that will bring about a quantum 
leap in the fi eld of services provided to the 
public, especially services for documenta-
tion and certifi cation of documents and proof 
of their history. These amendments are also 
characterised by their fl exibility, as they have 
absorbed all aspects of development wit-
nessed by the country and the Qatari society, 
the ministry added.

The ministry explained that the new law 
introduced the title of the ‘notary public’ for 
the fi rst time, as part of a vision aimed at de-
veloping the legal cadre in the country and 
strengthening its position within the justice 
system, granting it the appropriate status, and 
expanding its competence.

The law fully regulated the provisions re-
lating to the notary public. The law has stipu-
lated that, in order to fi ll this position, the 
person carrying the title must take an oath 
before the minister prior to commencing their 
work, in order to evoke the gravity of the re-
sponsibility entrusted to them under the pro-
visions of this law and the inadmissibility of 
combining their job with any other work that 
confl icts with the duties and responsibilities 
of their position.

In the context of the competence of the 
notary public, the law introduced a new fea-
ture, as it authorised the minister – taking 
into account the provisions in the agreements 
and treaties that regulate the work of mem-
bers of the diplomatic and consular corps in 
the country’s embassies abroad, to entrust 
any of the persons other than the staff  of the 
documentation department to carry out all or 
some of the tasks of the notary public.

The law specifi ed the powers of the notary 
public, such as conducting documentation 
and verifying the identity of the concerned 
persons, their eligibility and the validity of 
their consent, and the personality and capac-
ity of those on their behalf, according to offi  -
cial papers. The notary public must prove this 
in the document required to be documented, 
and ensure that the document does not vio-
late the provisions of laws and regulations.

The notary public shall certify the signa-
tures of the concerned parties in the cus-
tomary documents, upon their request, and 

shall prove this in the records, and present 
a document of certification at the request 
of the concerned parties. The notary public 
shall also verify the date of the customary 
documents submitted to them for this pur-
pose, by stamping the documents with the 
time and date of completion of the proce-
dure, after proving that in the records pre-
pared for this purpose.

The department shall put the executive 
formula on the copies of the documents that 
have been documented, which include a com-
mitment that has a verifi ed existence, a spe-
cifi c amount, and the state of performance. 
The department shall also accept and deposit 
the documents that have been documented 
before the foreign authorities, in accordance 
with the controls and procedures issued in a 
decision by the minister.

The law allows those who refuse to docu-
ment their documents to complain to the 
minister within 15 days from the date of no-
tifi cation of the refusal at their national ad-
dress. The Documentation Department shall 
notify the concerned persons of any update 
of the data at their national address within 30 
days of its implementation. The concerned 
parties may appeal against the procedure to 
the minister within 15 days from the date of 
notifi cation, and the minister’s decision to 
decide on the grievance shall be fi nal.

Within the framework of the facilities that 
have been created, and for the fi rst time, 
the law has authorised the procedures for 
documenting papers, contracts, attestation, 
records, requests and other procedures stipu-
lated in the law to be carried out electronical-
ly, and that copies and electronic procedures 
referred to have the same legal authority as 
original papers. An electronic register is es-
tablished in the department in which all agen-
cies are registered, and the law obliges those 
concerned to register agencies issued to them 
before 2011 within one year from the date of 
enforcement of the provisions of this law.

The new law came to meet the needs of 
the comprehensive economic renaissance 
that Qatar is witnessing, and the consequent 
social developments, as well as facilitating 
citizens, residents and auditors to document 
offi  cial documents, as it has developed solu-
tions to the process of documenting docu-
ments for those who are unable to sign or who 
cannot speak or write fl uently in Arabic. The 
law also permits non-Arabic speakers or those 
who do not speak Arabic fl uently, to seek the 
assistance of a translator accredited by the 
ministry, who shall sign the document with 
the contracting parties.

It is noteworthy that the provisions of the 
law were comprehensive and reinforcing to 
the requirements of economic development, 
in line with Qatar National Vision 2030, and 
in the provision of an integrated legal frame-
work for the work and activities of documen-
tation, certifi cation of offi  cial documents and 
proof of the date on them. 

The law defi nes documentation as a proce-
dure performed by the notary public, or who-
ever is authorised by the minister, according to 
which the will of the concerned parties is re-
corded in an offi  cial document. The notary pub-
lic is defi ned as the employee in charge of docu-
mentation, certifi cation and proof of history, in 
accordance with the provisions of the law.

CRA resolves 99 percent of 
telecom complaints in 2022
QNA
Doha

The Communications Regu-
latory Authority (CRA) an-
nounced the settlement of 99 

percent of the total number of com-
plaints it received regarding telecom 
services during the past year. In a 
statement, the CRA said that 99 per-
cent of complaints received from tel-
ecommunications services consum-
ers during the past year were settled, 
in conjunction with the World Con-
sumer Rights Day, which falls on 
March 15 of each year.

During 2022, CRA received 2,389 
complaints and inquiries from con-
sumers about telecom services in 
Qatar. Complaints were evaluated by 
CRA based on a set of criteria to de-
termine their validity to CRA’s com-
plaint process; 844 were valid com-
plaints and CRA resolved 99 percent 

of the total valid complaints received. 
Also, CRA is working with the tel-
ecom Service Providers; Ooredoo Qa-
tar QPSC and Vodafone Qatar PQSC 
to fi nalize the related investigation of 
the remaining ones.

The statistics indicate that 76 per-
cent of all received complaints were 
related to mobile services and the 
highest percentage of received com-
plaints were related to packages is-
sues, mobile number portability serv-
ice, and billing of post-paid services. 
As for fi xed-line services, the statis-
tics indicate that they were 24 percent 
of the total complaints, and the most 
received complaints were related to 
internet service disconnection, inter-
net speed, and billing complaints.

CRA Director of Consumer Aff airs 
Amel Salem al-Hanawi said: “We 
mark World Consumer Rights Day by 
reaffi  rming our commitment to en-
suring that telecom consumers in the 
State of Qatar have their rights pro-

tected. Also in line with CRA’s keen-
ness to enhance transparency, we will 
continue publishing the data related 
to consumer complaints.”

She added: “CRA ensures protect-
ing consumers’ rights by develop-
ing proper regulatory instruments, 
granting the telecom service provid-
ers the necessary licenses, deter-
mining the necessary obligations on 

them, monitoring their compliance 
with these obligations, and resolving 
consumers’ complaints if not resolved 
by the Service Providers or if consum-
ers are not satisfi ed with the provided 
resolution. In addition to enhancing 
the sustainable competition between 
the Service Providers to ensure the 
provision of innovative and high-
quality services.”

Under CRA’s telecom complaint 
resolution process, consumers with 
a complaint are free to approach the 
CRA if their complaint lodged di-
rectly to their service provider about 
a mobile service disconnection re-
mains open or unresolved for 48 
hours, or 72 hours in case of fi xed-
line disconnection. 

Also, if the complaint is not re-
lated to a service disconnection and 
remains unresolved for 30 calendar 
days or if the complaint is closed at 
any time and they were dissatisfi ed 
with the off ered resolution.

CRA Director of Consumer Aff airs 
Amel Salem al-Hanawi 

Scores benefi t from QC ‘Alaqraboon’ drive
QNA
Doha

Qatar Charity (QC) said that its ‘Alaqraboon’ initiative deliv-
ered social assistance worth nearly QR195mn to 4,102 cases, 
and implemented approximately 296 programs and initiatives 

 through its community development centres in 2022. 
The benefi ciaries of humanitarian aid in Qatar included families 

with limited income, those in debt, the sick, widows, people with spe-
cial needs, students, the elderly, families of prisoners, and divorced 
women, while sponsorships were provided to orphans, students, and 
families with special needs. The number of those sponsored by the QC 
reached 1,000.

Qatar Charity’s cultural, social, and awareness programmes tar-
geted workers, families, expatriate communities, students, children, 
women, youth, people with special needs, and the elderly, in addition 
to orphans and widows. As QC attaches signifi cant attention to com-
munity services, it launched the ‘Alaqraboon’ initiative last month, 
which includes a bunch of community programmes and initiatives 
and educational and awareness activities implemented within Qatar.

The initiative includes social assistance programmes that work to 
receive and study requests for assistance for appropriate cases, and 
sponsorships for those most in need within the local community, em-
power families in Qatar through training, and support small business 
owners, in addition to developing new programmes to raise fi nancial 
awareness through workshops, lectures, consultations, and commu-
nity initiatives.

The ‘Alaqraboon’ initiative also includes the expatriate communi-
ties fund programme, which contributes to supporting their members 
and implementing various projects for them, and the worker sup-
port fund to help those who have problems with their companies and 
those who need to pay the treatment cost. The initiative also includes 
awareness, educational, and health activities for them, in addition to 
providing in-kind materials to them. Besides, there are programmes 
of partnership with local commercial entities for community service.

The QC is keen to recruit and involve volunteers in charitable and 
humanitarian work within and outside Qatar and raise awareness 
of voluntary work in the community. In this regard, Qatar Charity 
launched the Initiatives and Volunteering Incubator ‘Ezdehar’. (QNA)

Directorate of Endowments launches 
‘Giving Basket’ campaign for Ramadan
QNA
Doha

The General Directorate of En-
dowments at the Ministry of 
Endowments (Awqaf) and Is-

lamic Aff airs announced the launch 
of the ‘Giving Basket’ campaign for 
the fourth year in a row, in co-op-
eration with Hifz Al Naema Center, 
after the campaign benefi ted 4,329 
needy families in Qatar during the 
holy month of Ramadan last year.

Director-General of the General 

Administration of Endowments Dr 
Sheikh Khalid bin Mohamed bin 
Ghanim al-Thani said in a press 
conference on launching the cam-
paign for the year 1444, which was 
attended by several directors and 
heads of departments and Direc-
tor of Hifz Al Naema Center Eng Ali 
Ayed al-Qahtani, that the ‘Giving 
Basket’ is one of the pioneering ini-
tiatives launched by the directorate 
since the beginning of the Covid-19 
pandemic in co-operation with Hifz 
Al Naema Center, to deliver food 
baskets to needy families and work-

ers. He pointed out the continuation 
of the campaign for this year. For his 
part, the Director of Hifz Al Naema 
Center Eng Ali bin Ayed al-Qahtani 
praised the support of the General 
Directorate of Endowments for the 
‘Giving Basket’ project, and co-
operation with the centre to deliver 
these food baskets to needy families. 

He noted that the initiative had 
a good impact on the hearts of the 
benefi ciaries, calling on the chari-
table people to participate and con-
tribute to this initiative through the 
various endowment methods.

The ‘Giving Basket’ initiative 
and the accompanying campaign 
were launched by the General Ad-
ministration of Endowments at the 
Ministry of Endowments and Is-
lamic Aff airs to promote the culture 
of giving, spreading the spirit of 
sympathy and compassion among 
diff erent segments of society, and 
spreading the spirits of giving in the 
holy month. 

The Giving Basket includes all 
needs for the holy month of Ram-
adan and it varies according to the 
number of family members.

The 16th meeting of the expert committee on 
renewable energy and energy eff iciency was 
hosted at the Arab League General Secretariat’s 
headquarters in Cairo with the participation of 
Qatar, represented by the Qatar General Electricity 
& Water Corporation (Kahramaa).
In his speech at the meeting, Assistant Secretary-
General and Head of the Economic Aff airs sector in 
the Arab League ambassador Dr Ali bin Ibrahim al-
Malki stressed the significance of the meeting and 
the matters at hand, in the participation of a group 
of Arab renewable energy and energy eff iciency 
experts, along with representatives of regional and 
international organisations. 
Al-Malki pointed out that green hydrogen is at 
the top of the meeting’s agenda, noting that the 
Secretariat of the Arab Ministerial Council for 
Electricity set the agenda’s topics in co-operation 
with the German government, due to the Council’s 
interest, given the exacerbation of the global 
energy crisis as well as the Arab strategy for green 
hydrogen, in addition to energy transition in the 
Arab region, electric cars, water desalination, 
and renewable energy. He also indicated that 
an agreement will be reached at the meeting 
in relation to the Arab Energy Eff iciency Day 
competition, celebrated annually on May 21. (QNA)

Qatar takes part in Arab League 
energy expert panel meeting
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As part of its corporate social responsibility activities, Al Rayyan International University College (ARIU) in partnership with the University of Derby organised a coastal clean-
up of Gharyia Beach in Al Shamal. The event was organised in co-ordination with Al Shamal Municipality, which provided additional support in the organisation of the clean-up. 
Both students and staff  at ARIU participated in the exercise. “Since we are the only higher education institution in Qatar specialised in off ering academic programmes in tourism, 
hospitality, and international business, we are strongly committed to spreading awareness about environmental protection, and further enhancing the attractiveness of the tourist 
resources in Qatar,” said Prof Ivan Ninov, executive dean of ARIU in partnership with the University of Derby. “Over the years, we have organised several beach clean-ups and hope 
to enthuse more citizens and residents to become involved in keeping Qatar’s beaches clean and preserve them for future use,” he added.

ARIU in partnership with University of Derby initiates coastal cleanup day

‘Qumra’s focus on strengthening 
diversity of new cinematic voices’
The Doha Film Institute’s (DFI) an-

nual talent incubator event for 
Arab and international cinema, 

Qumra 2023, focuses on building long-
term relationships with the Qumra Mas-
ters, industry professionals and fi lm-
makers, and strengthening the diversity 
of new cinematic voices emerging from 
the Arab region and across the world, ob-
served CEO Fatma Hassan Alremaihi.

At a press briefi ng at the closing the in-
person event yesterday, she said Qumra 
has contributed signifi cantly to enhanc-
ing the fi lm ecosystem in Qatar and the 
region by off ering a space for emerging 
fi lmmakers to express their creative ideas 
and transform them into compelling 
cinema. Qumra delegates will continue 
to take part in online sessions with their 
mentors from March 19 to 21.

Alremaihi said Qumra is an example of 
the year-round support that the DFI of-
fers to fi lmmakers. 

“Many of our filmmakers return as 
mentors, while international indus-

try professionals continue to offer 
their support and guidance to emerg-
ing filmmakers. Our support does not 
confine to first- and second-time film-
makers but also through post-pro-
duction grants, we are contributing to 
building a vibrant cinematic industry 

from and for the region and the world.”
Underlining the positive impact of 

Qumra to Qatar and the region’s fi lm in-
dustry, she said: “Our priority and focus 
has been to support the Arab fi lm indus-
try, and our relationships go ahead of and 
beyond Qumra. One of our values is to 
build relationships and pay attention to 
the fi lmmakers, and our ecosystem con-
tinues to evolve. Our goal is to be as di-
verse as possible and to provide our par-
ticipants with in-depth knowledge on all 
the diverse aspects of fi lmmaking.”

She said the grants and financing 
initiatives of the DFI, along with the 
year-round support offered, has helped 
build a strong body of work emerg-
ing from the region, including several 
Qatari feature films that are in various 
stages of production.

“This edition of Qumra provided a 
platform for new projects, such as se-
ries, that evolved in tune with the cur-
rent trends and following the pandemic, 
when we continued to off er support 

through online editions of the event,” 
said Alremaihi. “We want to provide all 
projects, across features, documentaries, 
shorts and series, to achieve the neces-
sary global exposure, including festivals, 
fi lm funds, and distribution platforms.”

Alremaihi said that the institute be-
lieves in giving a free hand to the direc-
tors. “We are not commissioning them 
to make fi lms; we are facilitators, and 
we want the directors to work on their 
projects at their pace. Our approach 
is to be available for them across their 
script-to-screen journey. We also do 
not involve in the fi lmmakers’ selection 
of themes, but fully focus on providing 
a nurturing environment to bring their 
projects to life.”

This year, Qumra hosted over 200 
international industry experts from 41 
countries who are mentoring 44 fi lms, 
including feature narratives, documen-
taries, web series and shorts by emerg-
ing talents. The projects chosen are 
from 23 countries.

Fatma Alremaihi 

Aamal Company (Aamal) has announced that its fully-owned 
subsidiary, Aamal Services, was recently awarded two new 
contracts by Mowasalat. The QR100mn five-year contracts, 
which will start from April 1, 2023, are for the provision of both 
cleaning and pest control services, and vehicle washing services. 
Aamal Company CEO Rashid bin Ali al-Mansoori said, “I am truly 
pleased to witness Aamal Services winning such remarkable 
contracts with Mowasalat. These contracts are a result of Aamal 
Services’ eff icient delivery of similar contracts during the World 
Cup FIFA Qatar 2022, where the company demonstrated its 
commitment to the high-quality services it provides, which 
always makes Aamal Services the partner-of-choice for market-
leading clients in various fields. I would hereby like to take this 
opportunity to thank Mowasalat for their trust and express my 
gratitude for all the hard work of the Aamal Service team.”

Aamal Services awarded 
new contracts by Mowasalat

Vodafone Qatar announced the new yellow iPhone 
14 and iPhone 14 Plus, which comes with ‘a durable 
ceramic shield front cover, an updated internal 
design for better sustained performance and 
easier repairs, and the longest battery life of any 
iPhone ever’.
The new yellow iPhone 14 and iPhone 14 Plus are now 
available in Vodafone retail stores and on its website, 
with prices starting from QR2,949. Additionally, 
Vodafone is exclusively offering customers a second-
year warranty worth QR295 with every iPhone 14 
purchase.
Vodafone Qatar was recently awarded the world’s 
fastest network, and its 5G network covers 75% of 
Doha and reaches 70% of Qatar’s population, giving 
instant Giga fast 5G speeds. Vodafone is also off ering 
unlimited 5G plans, with unlimited local data, local calls 
and much more.
Diego Camberos, chief operating officer at Vodafone 

Qatar, commented: “We aim to consistently deliver 
the latest cutting-edge products to our customers, 
and are excited to launch the new iPhone line-up 

underpinned by our super-fast GigaNet network.” 
Complete pricing and availability details are available 
from www.vf.qa/eshop

Vodafone Qatar announces new yellow iPhone 14, iPhone 14 PlusVodafone Qatar announces new yellow iPhone 14, iPhone 14 Plus

QatarDebate in UN 
LDC conference
As part of the participa-

tion of QatarDebate Cen-
tre – a member of Qatar 

Foundation, in the recent fi fth 
UN Conference on Least De-
veloped Countries, a debate on 
‘Centralising Youth voices in the 
Development Agenda,’ was held, 
a statement said yesterday. 

The debaters were from dif-
ferent backgrounds and fi elds. 
From Qatar, the speakers were, 
Al Anood al-Thani, a Georget-
own University in Qatar student, 
and the coach of Qatar national 
debate team 2020.

Joining her was Pragyan Ach-
arya, a Nepali student from 
Georgetown University in Qatar, 
president of the Georgetown 
Debate Club, and director of the 
Debate network Nepal; along 
with Sara al-Maadheed, a Qatar 
University student, young cli-
mate activist and a member in 
Youth4Climate Pre-CoP 26.

The international speakers 
were Ahmed Iqbal Chaudhary 
(former mayor of Narowal in Pa-
kistan and the director of the Lo-
cal Democratic Dialogue project 
between Dehleez and Pakistan), 
Omar Ajdiny (chairman of the 
Youth Forum, a political party, 
North Macedonia); and Hanna 

al-Tigani (human rights and so-
cial justice activist). 

One of the most important 
points discussed was that the 
UN’s Sustainable Development 
Goals provide a common agenda 
for peace and prosperity now 
and in the future. These goals 
address the global challenges 
such as poverty, inequality, cli-
mate change, environmental 
deterioration, peace and justice. 

The debate was moderated by 
QatarDebate’s debate instructor, 
Mubarrat Wassey who said that 
youth are the main drivers of 
the successful implementation 
of UN’s Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals in their capacities as 

thinkers, change makers, crea-
tors and future leaders. These 
discussions are important to 
unify and communicate their 
voices. 

“The debate’s course and 
the refutation of the issue and 
proposals were the alarm that 
confi rmed the importance of 
intellectual discussions and the 
hope that communicating ideas 
to people and presenting views 
is a proof to reconsider the pub-
lic’s concepts and preconceived 
ideas.”

The participants presented 
their ideas and evidences sup-
ported with a logical analysis 
away from bias and dispersion

Hassad Food CEO reviews agricultural 
co-operation with Lebanon, France

Chief Executive Offi  cer 
of Hassad Food Eng. 
Mohamed bin Badr 

al-Sadah met separately with 
Lebanon’s Minister of Agricul-
ture Abbas Hajj and regional 
adviser for agricultural aff airs 
in the French economic mission 
Stephane Sandra.

Al-Sadah reviewed with the 
Lebanese Minister of Agri-
culture Hassad’s projects and 
investment strategy. The min-
ister expressed his interest in 
having a partnership with the 
Qatari company in the fi eld of 
agricultural investment.

In his meeting with the region-
al advisor for agricultural aff airs 
in the French economic mission, 

the Hassad Food CEO discussed 
topics of common interest in the 
fi elds of food and agricultural 

investment, and the considera-
tion of establishing a partnership 
between the Hassad Food and 

French companies, in a way that 
enhances the depth of bilateral 
economic relations. (QNA)

Indian bike models’ recall announced

The Ministry of Commerce and In-
dustry (MoCI), in co-operation with 
Protech Powered Sports Co., has an-

nounced the recall of Indian bikes: Chief 
and Scout, 2021-2022 models, due to a pos-
sible defect in the fuel pump that might lead 
to the engine stopping suddenly.

The recall campaign comes within the 
framework of the MoCI’s continuous ef-

forts to protect consumers and ensure that 
dealers follow up on vehicle defects and re-
pairs. 

The MoCI said it will co-ordinate with 
the dealer to follow up on the maintenance 
and repair works and communicate with 
customers to ensure that the necessary re-
pairs are carried out. 

The MoCI urged all customers to re-

port any violations to its Consumer Pro-
tection and Anti-Commercial Fraud De-
partment, which processes complaints, 
inquires and suggestions through the 
following channels: Call centre: 16001, 
e-mail: info@moci.gov.qa, Twitter: @
MOCIQATAR, Instagram: MOCIQATAR, 
MoCI mobile app for android and iOS: 
MOCIQATAR
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Qatar calls on nations to continue 
raising awareness on women’s 
important participation in judiciary
QNA
New York

HE the Permanent Representative of Qa-
tar to the United Nations, Sheikha Alia 
bint Ahmed bin Saif al-Thani, called 

on the international community to continue 
efforts to raise awareness on the importance 
of women’s participation in the judiciary, and 
to implement the principle and standards of 
transparency to ensure non-discrimination 
between the genders, in respect and applica-
tion of the relevant international constitu-
tions, laws and treaties.

HE Sheikha Alia was speaking at a confer-
ence titled ‘Arab Women in the Judiciary: 
Achievements and Challenges,’ organised by 
the International Center for Human Sciences 
(under the auspices of Unesco, in co-opera-
tion with the College of Law at Qatar Univer-
sity (QU), on the occasion of the International 
Women’s Day and the International Day of 
Women Judges.

HE Sheikha Alia commended the construc-
tive institutional partnership through which 
the conference was organised and which 
comes in celebration of these two high-profile 
occasions that are linked to achievements that 
are a source of pride for Qatar represented by 
the International Day of Women Judges ini-
tiative launched by Qatar at the second high-
level meeting of the Global Judicial Integrity 
Network, from February 25-27 2020 in Doha.

She pointed out that the initiative was 
sponsored and approved as a UN resolution 
at the level of the United Nations General As-
sembly (UNGA), after the efforts of Qatar, 
where the permanent delegation in New York 
finalised the draft resolution and mobilised 
the necessary international support for it. She 
noted that it was approved and issued under 
No. 75/274 in April 2021, marking a historic 
victory for women globally.

The resolution, which has adopted March 
10 of each year as a day to celebrate women 
judges worldwide, confirms in its meaning the 
importance of women’s participation in pub-
lic institutions, especially in the judiciary, HE 
Sheikha Alia  said.

She expressed her delight with the regional 
conference’s title ‘Arab Women in the Judici-
ary: Achievements and Challenges,’ consider-
ing it a positive title that celebrates and docu-
ments the struggles and achievements of Arab 
women in the field of justice, and foresees the 
future by facing challenges in order to achieve 
more accomplishments for the benefit of Arab 
women and Arab societies.

The progress and development of women 
is a necessary condition for the progress, de-
velopment and prosperity of all societies, she 
added.

Since 1961, the year where the first female 
Arab judge was appointed in Morocco, there 
has been a general positive current trend in 
women’s access to the judiciary in the Arab 
world from, and even at the level of interna-
tional judicial and judicial institutions, HE 
Sheikha Alia said.

She highlighted Qatar’s achievements in the 
fi eld of empowering women, preserving their 
rights, and ensuring equality between them and 
men, pointing out that the Qatari constitution and 
law fully guarantees justice and equality among all 
citizens, without discrimination under any con-
sideration or background whatsoever.

HE Sheikha Alia bint Ahmed bin Saif al-
Thani underlined the effective role played 
by the wise leadership of Qatar, represented 
by His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin 
Hamad al-Thani, within the framework of 
encouraging women and girls, and providing 
them with opportunities in the fields of public 
life, occupations and entrepreneurship in all 
fields, including the judiciary.

HE Sheikha Alia saluted the generation of 
pioneering Qatari women in the judiciary, es-
pecially Dr Hissa al-Sulaiti, who is a graduate 
of QU’s College of Law, and was appointed by 
an Amiri decree in 2010 as the first woman 
judge in the Qatar. HE Sheikha Alia stressed 
that Dr al-Sulaiti’s experience has inspired 
many women and girls to join the judiciary in 
Qatar.

She called on young female jurists and Qa-
tari law students to take the initiative, espe-
cially since the future and opportunities are 
open to them, indicating that Qatar is working 
with determination to raise the percentage of 
women in the judiciary to 30% by 2030, in ac-
cordance with Qatar National Vision.

HE Sheikha Alia said the issue of empow-
ering women in the judiciary must remain 
a constant item on the priority agenda, ex-
plaining that equality in participation, in-
clusive institutions, and gender justice are 
the pillars of the 2030 agenda for sustainable 
development.

She commended women judges, calling 
them to exert more efforts in networking and 
to weave effective relations and partnerships 
among them through professional associa-
tions to raise capabilities and professional de-
velopment, in addition to assisting and guid-
ing young women lawyers who wish to join the 
field of justice.

HE Sheikha Alia concluded her speech by 
saying that the most important advice she can 
offer young Qatari women lies in the need to 
show initiative, responsibility, ambition, will, 
patience, and positivity.

She highlighted the abundance of oppor-
tunities and a promising future, emphasising 
Qatar’s ambitions, especially since hosting a 
remarkably unprecedented edition of the FIFA 
World Cup Qatar 2022.

HE Sheikha Alia bint Ahmed bin Saif al-Thani

QNL’s second annual 
‘Libraries Lead’ forum to 
focus on cultural diplomacy
Qatar National Library (QNL) will host the 

second edition of the ‘Libraries Lead’ forum 

from March 19-20. This year’s theme explores 

how galleries, libraries, archives, and museums 

(GLAMs) leverage soft power to promote diplo-

macy locally and between nations.

Speakers from national and university libraries, 

museums, and cultural centres around the 

world will participate and share their cultural 

diplomacy initiatives. These range from repat-

riating cultural heritage items, to facilitating 

cultural exchanges in the arts, sports, litera-

ture, music, science, and business, and creating 

cultural programmes that enhance relations 

between diverse groups.

While cultural ambassadorship in GLAMs 

is under-represented in research, its signifi-

cance is evident in collections, programming, 

exhibitions, and collaborations that represent 

national interests and international relations. 

The ‘Libraries Lead’ forum aims to highlight the 

importance of these initiatives in promoting 

the exchange of ideas, values, and traditions to 

strengthen relationships and promote coopera-

tion locally and internationally.

HE the Minister of State and President of Qatar 

National Library, Dr Hamad bin Abdulaziz 

al-Kawari, will address the forum, alongside 

influential speakers including Dr Nabhan al-

Harrasi, President of the Arab Federation for 

Libraries and Information, discussing the role 

of universities in promoting cultural diplomacy.

HE Dr al-Kawari said: “The ‘Libraries Lead’ forum 

provides a platform for knowledge exchange 

and collaboration among library professionals 

and cultural ambassadors. Culture, in all its facets 

and dimensions, brings peoples and nations 

closer together and formal and informal cultural 

institutions have an indispensable role in shaping 

a country’s cultural identity and serving as am-

bassadors of communication and acquaintance 

among the peoples of the world.”

“Qatar National Library is an ambassador of Arab 

culture, knowledge, science, and creativity, and it 

will continue to be an ambassador of its culture, 

identity, language, and heritage,” he added.

Encouraging early registration for the forum, 

Tan Huism, executive director of Qatar National 

Library said: “We are pleased to host the second 

edition of Libraries Lead. We anticipate another 

valuable opportunity to share experiences and 

ideas on the topic of cultural diplomacy eff orts 

and on how we can preserve our cultural herit-

age for future generations. Library professionals 

are always eager to learn from their peers and 

explore innovative ways to leverage the power of 

national cultural assets to promote cooperation 

both locally and globally.”

The first day will explore the diplomatic role of 

Qatari GLAMS, among other themes, including 

a talk on “Guinness World Records as a Tool for 

Cultural Diplomacy”, by Susan Parker Leavy 

and Boluwatife Agbelusi from the Museum 

of Islamic Art (MIA). Poster presentations 

will reflect on the breadth of roles played by 

GLAMs, with topics such as “The World is at 

our Fingertips”, by Al-Anoud Abdullah al-Kaabi 

and Hussein Jassim al-Haddad, from Al-Noor 

Center for the Blind, and “Open Licensing in 

GLAMs: A Road Map for Cultural Diplomacy” by 

Dr Alwaleed Alkhaja, of Qatar National Library.

Continuing the knowledge exchange, day two 

will feature a panel discussion on “Harnessing 

Culture to Strengthen Local, Regional, and 

International Relations”.

Engaging lightning talks by speakers from Qa-

tari and international universities will broaden 

the discussion to focus on “National Libraries 

as Political Catalysts”, “Brave Afghan Refugees 

Sharing their Stories with the MIA Library”, 

and ‘’The Diplomatic Role of the Palestinian 

National Library”.

The 2023 forum will once again ensure a 

vibrant exchange of knowledge between 

practitioners that identifies best practices, the 

potential for co-operation, and new forms of 

cultural engagement. The successful inaugural 

‘Libraries Lead’ forum saw professionals from 

the region and internationally combine their 

knowledge to help achieve the United Nations’ 

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

In its second edition, the ‘Libraries Lead’ forum 

off ers an excellent opportunity for library 

professionals and cultural ambassadors to con-

nect and share their experiences and ideas on 

cultural diplomacy initiatives. (QNA)

QBRI concludes stem cells symposium
The Qatar Biomedical Research Institute 

(QBRI) at Hamad Bin Khalifa University has 

concluded the ‘Translational Advances 

in Stem Cells for Diabetes Symposium’, 

organised by the Steering Committee 

of Qatar Biomedical Research Institute 

(QBRI)-Harvard Stem Cell Institute (HSCI) 

Agreement. 

The two-day event at Minaretein on the 

HBKU campus in Education City, Doha, 

aimed to promote research interaction 

and collaboration at the intersection of 

diabetes and stem cell biology, a state-

ment said.

The symposium featured a panel discus-

sion during the conference, titled “Stem cell 

therapy for diabetes: from basic science 

to clinical translation.” The discussion was 

moderated by Dr Essam Abdelalim, scientist 

at QBRI and chair of the Steering Committee 

of the QBRI-HSCI Agreement, and featured 

esteemed experts.

They included Prof Camillo Ricordi, direc-

tor of the Diabetes Research Institute and 

the Cell Transplant Center, University of 

Miami; Prof Kenji Osafune, head, Depart-

ment of Cell Growth and Diff erentiation, 

Center for iPS Cell Research and Applica-

tion, Kyoto University; Dr Adrian Teo, prin-

cipal investigator, Institute of Molecular 

and Cell Biology, Singapore’s Agency for 

Science, Technology, and Research; Prof 

Dr Matthias Hebrok, director, Center for 

Organoid Systems and Tissue Engineering, 

Technical University Munich.

The keynote speeches were from re-

nowned scientists in the fields of diabetes 

and stem cells, including Dr Ramona 

Pop, interim research director, Melton 

Lab, Harvard Stem Cell Institute; and Prof 

Miriam Cnop, director, Center for Diabetes 

Research, Université Libre de Bruxelles as 

well as multiple local speakers.

Participants presented cutting-edge 

research in this field, including stem cell-

derived pancreatic islets for cell therapy, 

the understanding of diabetes pathogen-

esis using stem cells, the establishment 

of clinically relevant iPSCs, and precision 

medicine in diabetes.

Dr Omar Albagha, acting executive direc-

tor of QBRI, said “the discussions and 

presentations were insightful and inspir-

ing, and we hope they will lead to further 

advancements in stem cell therapy for 

diabetes. This event also highlights QBRI’s 

dedication to supporting cutting-edge re-

search that has the potential to positively 

impact the lives of people with diabetes.”

Dr Abdelalim said: “By fostering collabo-

ration and knowledge-sharing, we can 

accelerate the pace of scientific discovery 

and ultimately improve patient outcomes.”

The successful conclusion of the sympo-

sium is a testament to QBRI’s commitment 

to promoting research collaboration 

and advancing knowledge in the field of 

stem cell therapy for diabetes. QBRI looks 

forward to hosting more events that will 

facilitate the exchange of ideas and help 

accelerate progress in diabetes research, 

the statement added.

QU announces second faculty-led spinoff , ClearExhaust LLC

Qatar University (QU) yesterday an-

nounced the spinoff  of its second faculty 

led startup named ClearExhaust LLC. 

The spin-off  was founded by Dr Samer 

Fikry, professor and scientist of me-

chanical engineering at QU’s College of 

Engineering. 

The founder along with his team of 

mechanical systems design and engineer-

ing have developed a novel design and 

technology, that promises to radically 

reduce carbon emissions from diesel 

engines, which are a major contributor to 

global warming.

The spinoff  of ClearExhaust is a direct 

result of QU’s recently accelerated steps 

towards establishing a holistic economic 

development ecosystem in the university 

to enable scaling up the transfer of its 

innovations, knowledge, research and 

development into sustainable socio-eco-

nomic impact for Qatar, and contributing 

to Qatar National Vision 2030.

QU President, Dr Hassan al-Derham com-

mented on the occasion saying, “Qatar 

University has launched Qatar University 

Holding Company (QU Holding) in its 

process to institutionalise sustainable 

economic development as a third QU core 

mission, side-by-side with QU’s mission 

in education and research. QU Holding 

serves as a legal and support platform 

enabling QU faculty, researchers, staff  and 

students to translate their innovations and 

R&D into socio-economic impact.”

He adds, “The Off ice of Strategic Innova-

tion, Entrepreneurship and Economic 

Development (SIEED) at Qatar University 

was launched as the other platform in 

institutionalising economic development 

at QU, and has been rolling out several 

training and coaching programmes, from 

which ClearExhaust LLC has emerged.”

Vice-President for Academic Aff airs at 

QU, Dr Omar al-Ansari, stated: “We are de-

lighted to see another faculty-led startup 

emerge from QU’s academic sector and 

colleges. We have made universal innova-

tion and entrepreneurship competen-

cies a priority for implementation in our 

academic programmes and educational 

experience across all disciplines as part of 

QU’s commitment and strategic focus on 

innovation & entrepreneurship.”

CEO and founder of ClearExhaust LLC, Dr 

Samer Ahmed, explains “Emissions from 

diesel engines are considered a major 

source of pollution worldwide. The smoke 

emitted from these engines is extremely 

harmful to human health as it causes se-

vere diseases like cancer and asthma, it’s 

bad for the environment, and contributes 

to global warming. ClearExhaust LLC 

produced the first product that eliminates 

100% of smoke emission from diesel 

vehicles and significantly reduces green-

house gas emissions at the same time. Our 

goal is to have our product installed on 

all moving and stationary diesel engines 

worldwide, with the aim of having a clean 

and smoke-free atmosphere.”

Dr Samer added “We are also very grateful 

to the new SIEED off ice at Qatar University 

and QU Holding Company for helping us 

through the incubation and registration 

process of ClearExhaust LLC, as well as for 

their continued strategic involvement as 

members of our Board of Directors.”

Secretary of QU Holding Company Board of 

Directors, and Director of QU SIEED Off ice, 

Dr Mahmoud Abdulwahed, said, “Qatar 

University is the first university in Qatar, 

and one of a very few in the Arab world, to 

adopt a holistic and ecosystem approach 

for maximising its role as a catalyst for 

sustainable socio-economic development of 

the country, through innovation, entrepre-

neurship, and knowledge transfer across its 

education and research sectors.”

He adds, “ClearExhaust LLC is the second 

faculty-led spin-off , and is among several 

others in the pipeline to emerge on a regu-

lar basis as a result of the newly adopted 

QU Economic Development strategy.” 

(QNA)
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PSG, Clown Skateboards and 
Fatima al-Sharshani launch 
Doha capsule collection 
at Qatar Creates Week

Paris Saint-Germain 
(PSG) Football Club 
unveiled its newest 

collection stemming from 
their collaboration with UK 
brand, Clown Skateboards, 
at Qatar Creates Week 2023 
yesterday.

Qatar Creates is the year-
round national cultural 
movement that curates, pro-
motes, and celebrates the di-
versity of cultural activities 
in the country. 

It recently announced 
the upcoming spring and 
summer public programme 
showcasing art, culture and 
creativity that kicked off  on 
March 10, and includes a se-
ries of programmes, panels 
and tours which will run un-
til March 18.

The Doha capsule range, 
inspired by the art of calli-
graffi  ti artist Fatima al-Shar-
shani, uses a unique pattern 
that refl ects Qatar’s creative 
culture, and forms part of 
the PSG x Clown Skateboard 
Collection, highlighting cit-
ies such as Paris, New York, 
and Los Angeles; locations 
where PSG maintains a year-
round presence through its 
fl agship retail stores.

In a press statement, al-
Sharshani said: “To be able to 
share my passion for Arabic 
calligraphy and work together 
with PSG x Clown Skateboard 
on this fantastic project is a 
great honour. The design we 
have created for the Doha cap-
sule collection combines the 
vibrant and abstract shapes 
of contemporary graffi  ti, with 
the loops and swirls of tradi-
tional calligraphic letters, and 
perfectly captures the city’s 
lively modern and artistic 
scene which stays true to its 
traditional values. I am very 
proud to represent Qatar in 
this international collabora-
tion, and to share the beauty of 
this art form with the world.”

The new collection was 
presented publicly for the 
fi rst time at Fire Station – 
Doha’s leading contempo-
rary art space which hosts a 
world-class artist residency 
programme designed to nur-
ture, energise and promote 
Qatar’s artistic and crea-
tive community. Founded in 
2015, it is located in a former 
fi re station that has been re-
purposed to serve the needs 
of the artists in residence.

Fabien Allegre, chief 
brand offi  cer of PSG Foot-
ball Club, said: “We are ex-
tremely proud to continue 
our collaboration project 
with Clown Skateboard and 
add a unique spin by giving 
creative direction to the in-
credibly talented Fatima al-
Sharshani for this exclusive 
Doha collection.

“Fatima’s work is charac-
terised by a delicate aesthet-
ic that combines the poeti-
cism and tradition of Arabic 
calligraphy with modern and 

abstract design. Fatima has 
innovatively combined our 
two worlds in this project, 
and we are ecstatic to be able 
to present it alongside this 
distinctive range of designs 
that embody passion, en-
ergy, and fun”.

The unique Doha collec-
tion, made from an array of 
striking and vibrant organic 
materials, includes four 
t-shirts, two long-sleeve 
shirts, a hoodie, a hat, a tote 
bag, and limited-edition 
skateboards. 

The launch event show-
cased this exclusive range 
in a pop-up retail store pre-
senting the latest collec-
tion, as well as the imagina-
tive “Wall of Skate” mural, 

which features a reimagined 
display of forty skateboards 
decorated with Fatima al-
Sharshani’s distinctive cal-
ligraffi  ti design.

“The Wall of Skate” mu-
ral will be dismantled fol-
lowing the exhibition, and 
each skateboard will be dis-
patched to Paris, Los An-
geles, New York and Tokyo, 
giving fans the chance to 
participate in a ‘Treasure 
Hunt’ and locate the skate-
boards which are on display 
around each city.  

To mark the unique col-
laboration, Fire Station: 
Artists in Residence will of-
fer free skateboarding and 
art lessons for all ages until 
April 1.

The unique Doha collection on display in a pop-up retail store at Fire Station.

Calligraff iti artist Fatima al-Sharshani speaks at the unveiling 
of the new collection yesterday as PSG’s chief brand off icer 
Fabien Allegre looks on. PICTURES: Thajudheen

A skateboarder performs a stunt yesterday at the event.

Skateboarders in the rink during the Qatar Creates event yesterday.

Key role of human rights 
institutions’ fi nancial 
and administrative 
independence stressed
HE the President of the 

Global Alliance of Na-
tional Human Rights 

Institutions (GANHRI) and 
Chairperson of Qatar’s Nation-
al Human Rights Committee 
(NHRC) Maryam bint Abdullah 
al-Attiyah stressed the need for 
national human rights insti-
tutions to enjoy fi nancial and 
administrative independence, 
which is one of the basic condi-
tions for their classifi cation and 
approval of their membership 
in the GANHRI, and for them to 
gain the confi dence of the inter-
national community.

Addressing the GANHRI 2023 
annual meeting at the UN Offi  ce 
in Geneva, she said the process 
of accrediting and classifying 
national institutions according 
to their commitment to the Paris 
Principles represents the core of 
the work of the joint coalition, 
and the essence of its collective 
responsibility in order to ensure 
a trustworthy, robust and trans-
parent process that supports 
members of the coalition at all 
stages of the process.

The meeting brought together 
heads of the four regional net-
works — the Americas, Asia, 
Europe and Africa, regional co-
ordinators, and the chairperson 
of the Subcommittee on Ac-
creditation, the Offi  ce of the UN 
High Commissioner for Human 
Rights and the UN Programme 
Development (UNDP). Her Ex-
cellency added that the aim of 
the accreditation process is to 
ensure the support of national 
human rights institutions, and 

to prepare them to implement 
the Paris Principles in practice, 
while recognising their com-
prehensiveness and universality 
as standards, and studying how 
to apply them in the operations 
and activities of national hu-
man rights institutions within 
the specifi cities of national con-
texts, and pointed out that the 
coalition will organise its 14th 
international conference later 
this year, with the participation 
of national human rights insti-
tutions, including the Danish 
and Ukrainian entities.

She stressed the importance 
of this gathering of members 
and partners, and highlighted 
that the topic of the conference, 
which will discuss the role of na-

tional human rights institutions 
in preventing and responding to 
torture and ill-treatment, is a 
very important topic.

The conference will be an op-
portunity for members and its 
partners to show solidarity with 
the National Institution for Hu-
man Rights in Ukraine during 
this diffi  cult time, she added.

HE Maryam bint Abdullah 
al-Attiyah also praised the con-
tribution of the national insti-
tutions and the four-member 
network of the coalition in de-
veloping GANHRI’s fi ve-year 
strategic plan (2022/2023), not-
ing that the plan was fi nalised 
in accordance with a consulta-
tive process that is consistent 
with the collective vision of the 

coalition. In the same context, 
she held separate meetings with 
Chairperson of the Network of 
African National Human Rights 
Institutions Elasto Hilari-
ous Mugwadi, President of the 
Americas Network for Human 
Rights Raquel Caballero de Gue-
vara, President of the Asia Pa-
cifi c Forum of National Human 
Rights Institutions Doo-Hwan 
Song and Chair of the Network 
European Union for Human 
Rights Sirpa Rautio.

During the meetings, she clar-
ifi ed that the GANHRI comes 
amid diffi  cult times for human 
rights and their defenders, in-
cluding national human rights 
institutions, and stressed at the 
same time that the GANHRI will 
always work, alongside regional 
networks and partners to sup-
port member national institu-
tions in their work.

The GANHRI’s Assembly will 
encourage everyone to participate 
and engage in the meeting, which 
will take important decisions 
aimed at strengthening the alli-
ance and national human rights 
institutions around the world, and 
it will present a new strategic plan 
for the period (2023/2027), Her 
Excellency said.

Everyone is looking forward 
to working together to overcome 
challenges in the fi eld of human 
rights, strengthening the role of 
national human rights institu-
tions in protecting and preserv-
ing internationally agreed human 
rights principles, and promoting 
their application to include every-
one, she added. (QNA)

HE Maryam bint Abdullah al-Attiyah

Global Security Forum discusses online 
threats and steps to counter eff ectively
By Shafeeq Alingal
Staff  Reporter

The Global Security Forum (GSF), 
which concluded yesterday, discussed 
the current nature of the threats and 

the measures taken by governments, com-
munities, and the private sector. 

A session on ‘Countering Extremism, Hate 
and Disinformation Online’ threw light on 
the looming threats while analysing the ways 
to counter extremism and hate citing disin-
formation as a critical priority for states and 
organisations to counter eff ectively. 

Also highlighted were the mechanisms to 
confront malicious adversaries and to miti-
gate the influence of violent extremists and 
terrorist groups while implementing meas-
ures that range from tackling the technical 
aspects of disinformation to the narratives 
and strategies used by violent groups.

Moderated by Michael Isikoff, chief in-
vestigative correspondent, Yahoo! News, 
the session had Amy Larsen, director of 
strategy and business management, Mi-
crosoft; Dina Hussein, global head of pol-
icy development and expert partnerships, 
Meta (Facebook) and Zach Schwitzky, co-
founder, Limbik.

Dina noted that Facebook is in constant 
contact with governments while working 
to fight disinformation and online hatred. 
“When civil society objects to some pub-
lication or wants to report something, we 
have channels dedicated to dealing with 
these matters. We have law enforcement 
teams that communicate with different 

governments around the world,” she said. 
Dina added that Facebook has created its 

own definition of terrorism after consult-
ing with the UN and other stakeholders. 
“Our definition allows us to look at mul-
tiple indicators and is ideologically agnos-
tic.”

Amy Larsen noted that Microsoft’s in-
formation ecosystem pillar involves work-
ing on restoring and rebuilding journalism 
and protecting journalists, while also pro-
ducing media literacy content and provid-
ing educational resources.

“The pillar of our vital information sys-
tem is based on working to rebuild the press 

and protect journalists, while at the same 
time producing media training content and 
providing educational resources,” she said, 
noting that Microsoft could see the increase 
in cyber activity from its headquarters in 
Redmond before the fi rst shots were fi red in 
Ukraine from Russia.

“Whether or not something is actually 
true, if it’s believed by a segment of the pop-
ulation, it’s potentially consequential,” said 
Zach Schwitzky. He noted that even proven 
truths can’t hold up in an info space when the 
audience doesn’t trust the messenger adding 
Limbik is coming up with creative ways to 
mitigate disinformation before it spreads.

Al Meera Smart store opens exclusively 
for Meera Rewards programme members

Al Meera Consumer Goods 
has opened the much-
anticipated fi rst fully 

autonomous and checkout-free 
Al Meera Smart store for its loy-
alty programme Meera Rewards 
members.

To gain access to the store, 
Meera Rewards members will 
have to click on the Al Meera 
smart tab on the Meera Rewards 
app and enter their credit card 
details for only one time, after 
which a QR code will pop up. 
Then, customers can scan the 
code to experience the seamless 
shopping process. The process is 

applicable to credit card holders 
only.

Al Meera will make access to 

the smart store available to the 
members of the community in 
the second phase of the process. 

Al Meera is inviting all members 
of the community to download 
the programme and enjoy the 
smart shopping experience.

The Meera Rewards pro-
gramme allows customers to 
earn and redeem points at all 
Al Meera branches and other 
partners in the country. Cus-
tomers can join for free by 
downloading the mobile app 
on Google Play or Apple Store 
and then registering for a dig-
ital membership ID. Customers 
have to show this to the cashier 
when they want to earn or re-
deem Meera Reward points.

Michael Isikoff , Dina Hussein, Amy Larsen, and Zach Schwitzky at session on ‘Countering 
Extremism, Hate and Disinformation Online’ at the Global Security Forum yesterday.
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Andalusian history takes 
spotlight at Seminar Series
By Tawfik Lamari
Staff  Reporter

In the presence of HE Sheikh 
Abdulrahman bin Hamad al-
Thani, the activities of the 

“Seminar Series 2023” contin-
ued yesterday, at the Wisdom 
Hall of the Ministry of Culture 
under the title “History of An-
dalusia” with the participation 
of critic and novelist Dr Nizar 
Chakroun, cultural adviser at the 
Ministry of Culture, and mem-
bers of the “Himma” team. 

“Himma” was recently pro-
duced by the Ministry of Cul-
ture on Andalusian history. The 
members of the team are Saudi 
journalist and poet Badr Lami, 
Qatari media fi gures Saud al-
Kuwari and Mohamed al-Shah-
rani. The seminar was moder-
ated by Iman al-Kaabi, director 
of the Qatari Media Center.

Dr Nizar Chakroun presented 
a paper titled “What is the ne-
cessity today for the study of 
Andalusian history” (92 AH – 
711 CE / 798 AH – 1492 CE). He 
emphasised that “returning to 
Andalusian history constitutes 
an essential step for understand-
ing the elements of the Arab-Is-
lamic identity. It is not possible 
to exclude more than eight cen-
turies of civilisation from think-
ing about the cultural identity of 
the Arabs today. Just as the An-
dalusian cultural heritage can-
not remain away from the Arab 
generations who have the right 
to see the symbolic wealth left 
by the Andalusian civilisation in 
Arab civilisation fi rst and in hu-
man civilisation second.”

He pointed out “the need for 
a new discourse regarding that 
rich civilisation, so that this dis-
course will enable us to deter-
mine its components and its role 
in creating a model of progress 
in a period when the West was 
mired in its darkness.” Indicat-
ing that Spanish intellectuals 
have recently awakened to their 
neglect of the “Andalusian civi-
lisation” as a component of their 
identity, so they returned to 
studying it, although its features 
are visible in their language, life-
styles, and urbanisation.

Dr Nizar Chakroun, pointed 
out that many Spanish writers in 
the nineteenth century suff ered 
from the consequences of deal-
ing with the Arab presence in 
Spain due to the entry into force 
of the Inquisition Courts law, 
which was abolished in 1824 CE. 
But its content continued to be 
worked on in the norms of Span-
ish society for years. Chakroun 
stressed that the conquest of 

Andalusia in 711 CE was not just 
a geographical expansion or the 
spread of the Islamic religion 
only in the Iberian Peninsula, 
but rather it was a starting point 
for the establishment of a civili-
sation.

Chakroun stressed that the 
Andalusian culture was infl u-
enced by the scientifi c, intel-
lectual and literary production 
of the Muslim Arabs in the East. 
It took many of its components, 
but was distinguished from it, 
as Andalusia became, after less 
than two centuries, the destina-
tion of the people of the East. He 
continued: “Andalusian poetry 
was not the only literary form 
that refl ected the spirit of ren-
aissance in the Andalusian liter-
ary and intellectual movement, 
and it was not the only infl u-
ential one in Europe. Ironically, 
since the thirteenth century CE, 
Europe has benefi ted from the 
fruits of the Andalusian intel-
lectual and scientifi c renais-
sance, while the Arabs outside 
Andalusia in those centuries and 
beyond did not pay attention to 
the importance of Andalusian 
culture.”

Chakroun said that “the most 
important gains of the Andalu-
sian civilisation is that it dealt 
with the Arab cultural herit-

age that preceded it in a critical 
manner. The Andalusians real-
ised that each stage of civilisa-
tion has its challenges, and the 
present cannot be measured by 
the emptiness. Their concept 
of time was diff erent from what 
previous cultures looked at, 
which made Western modernity 
later adopt this concept. Think-
ing about the present prevails 
over thinking about the past, 
and this is a concept that we 
should adhere to and think about 
our present more than thinking 
about the past, in order to learn 
from this civilisation that is still 
in need of research and discov-
ery.”

Dr Nizar Chakroun called for 
the importance of establishing a 
centre dedicated to the study of 
Andalusian civilisation to be a 
new civilised starting point.

The journalist Badr Lamy 
talked about the “Himma” pro-
gramme, explaining that the 
programme tried to answer in a 
simple way many questions such 
as the reason for the conquest of 
the Iberian Peninsula, and what 
are the challenges that Muslims 
faced regarding the conquest? In 
order to understand the history 
of this period. The idea came 
from the Culture Minister, HE 
Sheikh Abdulrahman bin Ha-

mad al-Thani, in order to focus 
on the aspiration of the men who 
conquered Andalusia, based on 
the aspiration that the Islamic 
faith placed in the hearts of these 
conquerors. The two Qatari 
journalists, Saud al-Kuwari and 
Mohamed al-Shahrani, talked 
about their role in preparing and 
participating in the “Himma” 
programme. Stressing that the 
eff orts of the work team, spon-
sored by the Ministry of Culture, 
yielded fi lming from the same 
event sites to bring information 
closer to the viewers. 

The seminar was accompa-
nied by comments from the poet 
Dr Hassan al-Nama, Chairman 
of the Board of Trustees of the 
Sheikh Hamad Award for Trans-
lation and International Under-
standing, who appreciated the 
eff orts of the Ministry of Culture 
in promoting societal culture, 
and pointed out that Qatar’s in-
terest in the history of Andalusia 
is not recent, but rather an in-
spiration for a legacy dating back 
to the history of the former ruler 
of Qatar Sheikh Ali bin Abdullah 
al-Thani, who was the fi rst to di-
rect the interests of the Arab re-
gion and the Gulf to the study of 
Andalusia out of his admiration 
for its heritage, and that was at a 
time of scarcity of information.

HE the Minister of Culture Sheikh Abdulrahman bin Hamad al-Thani attends the seminar.

The panel members discuss Andalusian history during the second Seminar Series.

Qatar Airways partners with Culture 
Ministry and chef al-Tamimi to refresh menu

In partnership with the Ministry of Cul-
ture, Qatar Airways has worked with the 
decorated Qatari culinary artist Aisha al-

Tamimi to refresh the onboard and lounges 
menu.

The local Qatari dishes will be available 
for passengers travelling on various routes 
including North America, Asia, Australia, 
Europe  and GCC, a Qatar Airways statement 
said yesterday.

The new menu features some of the most 
iconic national dishes that Qatar is known 
for, prepared using locally sourced organic 
ingredients and spices. The new meals in-
clude entrees, main courses and desserts. 

Qatari Chicken Machboos, Madrubah, 
Mashkool, Jareesh and breakfast platter are 
on the menu. 

HE the Minister of Culture Sheikh Abdul-
rahman bin Hamad al-Thani, stated that the 
partnership with Qatar Airways will show-
case, embrace and promote the Qatari Cul-
ture in various fi elds across the airline.  

Qatar Airways Group Chief Executive, 
HE Akbar al-Baker, said: “Food is a uni-
versal language that is appreciated by all 
travellers, and our country is admired for 
the aromatic flavours of its national dishes. 

The new onboard meals will further elevate 
the travel experience, and bring passengers 
one step closer to what its like to dine in 
Qatar.”

Chef al-Tamimi, said: “Food is an integral 
part of every civilisation, and it is one of the 
tangible elements that brings pride to every 

citizen. In my partnership with Qatar Air-
ways, I ensured that my dishes are authentic 
to the Qatari heritage that I am very proud of, 
and I am happy to bring my local cuisine on-
board this impressive airline.”

Embracing the local ingredients, the air-
line has chosen to use chef Aisha’s personally 
made spices for all the dishes. Her signature 
key ingredients include: cardamom, black 
pepper, salt, cumin, black lime, paprika and 
red chilli peppers. 

In April 2022, Qatar Airways had extended 
its collaboration with a Thai award-winning 
celebrity cook, Chef Ian Kittichai, to launch 
a menu of the signature Thai dishes for pas-
sengers departing from Bangkok and Phuket. 
Passengers with specifi c dietary require-
ments or restrictions can request ahead of 
their travels, special meals that do not sacri-
fi ce quality or fl avour. The special meals use 
high quality local ingredients that align with 
each passenger’s needs. The airline has cre-
ated meals for every dietary need, including 
vegan and vegetarian, religious needs, medi-
cal needs and even children’s meals. Pas-
sengers fl ying in the award-winning Qsuite 
Business Class seat can dine on demand at 
any point throughout their fl ight.

Corinthia Yacht Club 
announces Ramadan menu

‘Qatar capable of making genuine difference in agriculture to achieve food security’

Lebanese Minister of Agriculture Abbas Haj Hassan has stressed the 
capability of Qatar to make a genuine diff erence in all agricultural 
fields to achieve food security, which is at the forefront of strategic 
priorities for all countries of the world.
In his remarks to Qatar News Agency (QNA) on the sidelines of the 
opening of the 10th Qatar International Agricultural Exhibition (AgriteQ) 
at the Doha Exhibition and Convention Center (DECC), he said that this 
exhibition comes within Qatar’s future vision and strategy to achieve 
self-suff iciency, particularly in light of the threats to achieving food 
security in several countries around the world.
The Lebanese Minister of Agriculture praised Qatar’s eff orts to 
increase local production, raise self-suff iciency, and to achieve Qatar’s 
food security according to best practices and the latest agricultural 

technologies, and stressed the keenness and interest of Lebanon in 
promoting the collaborative relationship with Qatar in all fields.
Abbas Haj Hassan said the Lebanese participation in AgriteQ included 14 
companies, and expressed his hope to increase the level of participation 
in the Expo 2023 Doha, which will be distinguished and pioneering. 
He indicated that Qatari off icials have a great responsibility to make a  
success of the exhibition, especially after the Qatar’s dazzling success in 
hosting and organising the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022.
He noted the opening of Qatar’s markets to Lebanese products, 
and emphasised the Lebanese government’s commitment to safely 
delivering Lebanese food products to various consumers around the 
world, pointing out the competitiveness and high quality of the food 
products. (QNA)

Corinthia Yacht Club 
has announced the 
launch of an all new 

Iftar and Suhoor menu to cel-
ebrate the Holy Month of Ra-
madan.

The Iftar set menu, served 
in the private dining room and 
overlooking the waters of the 
Pearl Marina, is available from 
sunset until 8pm daily for 
QR270 per person, featuring 
signature Arabic and Medi-
terranean cuisine.

The Suhoor menu, served 
from 8pm to 2am for QR295 
per person, comes with two 
options; a set menu or a la 
carte, both featuring an as-
sortment of culinary crea-
tions.

Both the Iftar and Suhoor 
menus feature a crafted range 
of mocktails and Corinthia’s 
freshly roasted coff ee and 
premium tea selections. “This 
Ramadan, we aim to showcase 

the very best of what Corin-
thia has to off er in welcoming 
atmosphere that refl ects the 
magnanimous spirit of this 
special month,” said manag-
ing director Matthew Dixon.

Chef Aisha al-Tamimi

AgriteQ commences with stress on food security
From Page 1

AgriteQ 2023 has brought together industry 
experts, researchers, and innovators from around 
the world to showcase the latest technologies and 
products in agriculture, horticulture, and animal 
husbandry. 
The exhibition has participation of more than 
675 companies, including 523 from outside Qatar 
from the agricultural, food and animal production 
sectors, spread over an area of 29,000sq m.
Out of the more than 55 countries participating 
in the exhibition, 30 are attending through 
off icial national pavilions and the others through 
companies, embassies and commercial off ices 

in Doha. More than 10 entities from the private 
sector and government agencies are sponsoring 
the exhibition. The event, which runs until March 
19, off ers a unique opportunity for visitors to 
explore the latest trends, engage with key players 
in the industry, and discover new solutions to 
enhance their agricultural practices. With a focus 
on sustainable agriculture and food security, 
AgriteQ is an essential event for anyone involved 
in the agricultural sector. 
“This edition of AgriteQ is considered the biggest 
ever, with the participation of more than 100 farms, 
and that’s the biggest number of farms to gather in 
Qatar in one place” said the Organising Committee 
chairman Mohamed Ali al-Khouri.

Qatar marks Arab 
Human Rights Day
Qatar marked the Arab Human Rights Day, 

which falls on March 16 of each year un-
der the theme “the right to quality educa-

tion,” with an event co-organised by the Ministry 
of Foreign Aff airs, the Ministry of Education and 
Higher Education, the Arab League, the Qatar 
National Commission for Education, Culture and 
Science, and the Arab Bureau of Education for the 
Gulf states.

In her speech marking the occasion, HE the Min-
ister of Education and Higher Education Buthaina 
bint Ali al-Jabr al-Nuaimi stressed that obtaining 
a quality education is the bedrock to achieving the 
sustainable development goals (SDGs) and the ac-
tual method to enjoy all other rights.

Her Excellency added that the wise leadership 
of Qatar, led by His Highness the Amir Sheikh 
Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani, has a strong belief 
that education is a human right for all who reside 
in Qatar, a pillar of progress for societies, and a 
basic right to achieve democracy and sustainable 
development, as it is the fi rst driver for develop-
ment, and that its an eff ective and dependable 
tool to push life forward.

Therefore, education in Qatar has received 
continuous attention and support at all levels. 
She indicated that promoting and protecting 
human rights, including the right to education, 
has become a strategic choice for  Qatar as it has 
always been the main focus of the development 
processes pursued by Qatar.

Qatar National Vision 2030 included axes and 
pillars that deal with the main issues of human 
rights in the fi elds of education, health, envi-
ronment, expat labour rights, child and elderly 
rights, and women empowerment.

She noted the role of the National Human 
Rights Committee (NHRC), which seeks, in co-
operation with ministries, institutions, civil 
society organisations, and international and re-
gional organisations, to raise awareness among 
citizens and residents on the right to education.

She noted that Her Highness Sheikha Moza 
bint Nasser was the fi rst to adopt these initia-
tives, out of her sincere belief and strong desire to 
protect and enhance every child’s access to qual-
ity education.

Her Highness established the Education Above 
All Foundation, out of which several programmes 
emerged, such as Educate A Child (EAC), Al Fa-
khoora, Protect Education in Insecurity and 
Confl ict (PEIC), and Reach Out To Asia to pro-
vide basic education to millions of children out 
of school. Her Highness contributed to the reso-
lution submitted by Qatar to the United Nations 
General Assembly on the Right to Education in 
Emergency Situations, which was adopted unan-
imously. Her Highness’ meeting with members 
of the UN Security Council in 2011 resulted in the 
issuance of Council Resolution No 1998, which 
criminalises attacks on schools and hospitals. 
Her Highness also proposed to the Social Forum 
of the Human Rights Council 2019 in Geneva to 

allocate an international day to protect educa-
tion, and September 9 of each year was adopted 
to mark International Day to Protect Education 
from Attack.

HE Buthaina bint Ali al-Jabr al-Nuaimi val-
ued the role of the Qatar Fund for Development 
(QFFD) in supporting education in develop-
ing countries by providing fi nancial grants and 
joint agreements with relevant organisations 
and supporting development projects to provide 
education in all its stages, especially technical 
and vocational education. QFFD has provided 
quality learning opportunities for about 10mn 
children in more than 50 countries around the 
world, in addition to providing funding for the 
implementation of development programmes, 
which in turn promote the right to education. 
She stressed the importance of celebrating Arab 
Human Rights Day in emphasising that schools, 
educational institutions, and universities should 
be spared the scourge of wars and confl icts, and 
to recognise their civil and humanitarian nature, 
protect them, and not target them and to always 
remain a safe haven to promote peace, develop-
ment, and stability.

HE the Secretary-General of the Ministry of 
Foreign Aff airs Dr Ahmed bin Hassan al-Hammadi 
affi  rmed the right of every individual to enjoy the 
right to education as an inherent human rights 
that includes the full development of the human 
personality and the preservation of human dig-
nity, and the empowerment of every person to 
contribute eff ectively to society, and the develop-
ment of the human element and investment in hu-
man being in a way that leads to the consolidation 
and respect for human rights. He also pointed to 
what His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin 
Hamad al-Thani said in a speech before the In-
ter-Parliamentary Union: “Education in our time 
has become a social right that has turned into an 
integral part of human rights, and has been in-
cluded in Goal 4 of the 2030 Sustainable Devel-
opment Goals. Investing in quality education is 
one of the most important elements of building 
the economy, advancing societies, and achieving 
growth and prosperity. But ignorance is one of the 
most important obstacles to people’s growth and 
renaissance. It also stokes intolerance and racism, 
and facilitates the dissemination of preconceived 
notions against the diff erent other.” 

Director of the Arab Bureau of Education for 
the Gulf states Abdulrahman al-Assimi expressed 
his pride that the Gulf states have achieved the 
noble goal and won the fi rst place in the fi eld of 
human right to education, thanks to the support 
of the wise political leaders to the educational 
system. Chairman of the Arab Human Rights 
Committee (Charter Committee) Jaber bin Saleh 
al-Marri expressed his pride in marking the Arab 
Human Rights Day in Qatar and its important 
signifi cance which refl ects the achievements 
made here and that dazzled everyone during the 
World Cup,  (QNA)

The Qatar General Electricity and Water 
Corporation (Kahramaa), represented by the 
Energy Conservation and Eff iciency Department 
(Tarsheed), yesterday announced the launching 
of 11 competitions to promote  environmental 
sustainability and to rationalise energy and water 
consumption. 
The competitions are held at the local and global 
levels.
An off icial Kahramaa statement stated that Tarsheed 
has started receiving participation requests for all 
categories. “Government and private sectors and 
individuals can take part and the application will 

be received until April 10 through Tarsheed page 
on Kahramaa’s off icial website https://www.km.qa/
Tarsheed/Pages/TarsheedCompetition.aspx. The 
terms and conditions of the competitions can be 
downloaded from the website.
The competition has three international and eight 
local categories while covering a wide range 
of disciplines and categories. The international 
competitions include Tarsheed awards for 
Conserving Building,  Best Smart Application 
In The Field Of Sustainability and Best Building 
Retrofitting. These categories are also open for 
local participants. 

Kahramaa launches 11 contests to promote environmental 
sustainability and to rationalise energy consumption



Meta (Facebook), Alphabet 
(Google), Microsoft, 
Twitter, and a few 
other tech companies 

have come to dominate what we see 
and hear on the Internet, shaping 
hundreds of millions of people’s 
perceptions of the world. 

In pursuit of advertising revenue, 
their algorithms are programmed to 
show us content that will hold our 
attention – including extremist videos, 
disinformation, and material designed 
to stimulate envy, insecurity, and anger. 
With the rapid development of “large 
language models” such as ChatGPT and 
Bard, Big Tech’s hold on impressionable 
minds will only strengthen, with 
potentially scary consequences.

But other outcomes are possible. 
Companies could deploy the latest 
wave of artifi cial intelligence much 
more responsibly, and two current 
court cases serve as warnings to those 
pursuing socially destructive business 
models. But we also need public-policy 
interventions to break up the largest 
tech companies and to tax digital 
advertising. These policy levers can 
help change Big Tech’s pernicious 
business model, thereby preventing 
the platforms from infl icting so much 
emotional harm on their users – 
especially vulnerable young people.

The legal cases include Gonzales v 
Google, which is currently before the 
US Supreme Court. At issue is the tech 
industry’s insistence that Section 230 
of the 1996 Communications Decency 
Act exempts platform companies from 
any liability for third-party content 

that they host. If platforms are acting 
more like news outlets than mere online 
repositories when they recommend 
videos, tweets, or posts, they should be 
held to the same standard as established 
media, which, under existing 
defamation laws, are not allowed to 
publish what they know to be untrue.

Hence, in a $1.6bn lawsuit fi led 
against Fox News, Dominion Voting 
Systems has uncovered ample 
evidence that Fox’s top on-air hosts 
and executives were well aware (and 
told each other) that former president 
Donald Trump’s claims of election fraud 
were entirely false. Dominion thus has 
a strong claim to damages if it can show 
that Fox knowingly spread falsehoods 
about Dominion’s voting machines 
in the 2020 election. Shouldn’t 
online platforms whose algorithms 
disseminated the same lies be held to 
the same standard?

Addressing such questions has 
become even more urgent now 
that programs like ChatGPT are 
poised to reshape the Internet. 
These sophisticated algorithmic 
recommenders could potentially be 
trained not to promote extreme content 
or deliberate lies, and not to encourage 
extreme emotions. 

If an algorithm is exploitative or 
manipulative toward children (or 
anyone else, for that matter), the 
responsibility for such harm should 
lie with the humans in charge. After 
all, AIs at this level are not operating 
autonomously of human decision-
making. To claim otherwise is to grant 
their creators legal immunity.

Tech companies should no longer be 
able to excuse their own inattention 
or negligence by arguing that “there’s 
too much data” for them to monitor. 

That wealth of data is the source of 
their profi ts, and the sheer abundance 
of content on their platforms is what 
makes their AIs so potent. While they 
should enjoy a reasonable degree of 
protection against liability for what 
someone else posts on their site, this 
should apply only to passive content 
that the platforms do not in any way 
recommend to other users. Active 
content that is algorithmically pushed 
out to millions of people to generate 
revenue is a diff erent matter. Indeed, it 
is just like traditional publishing, only 
much more powerful.

If a daily newspaper publishes a 
commentary by a terrorist, some 
readers will probably stop subscribing. 
But since most individuals do not want 
to walk away from their existing online 
social networks, we need government 
regulation to re-empower consumers.

First, the largest platform companies 
should be broken up to create 
more intense competition between 
recommendation algorithms and their 
trainers. But for this to work in the 
public’s interest, platforms also must 
be required to allow a user’s social 
network to be transferred to a diff erent 
platform. The same “interoperability” 
rationale allows you to keep your 
cell-phone number when you change 
carriers. Social-media and digital-
content consumers should be able to 
vote with their feet when they don’t 
like what a platform is promoting.

Second, and even more importantly, 
we need to force an adjustment in the 
prevailing Big Tech business model, 
which is based on harvesting vast 
amounts of user data and monetising 
it through digital-advertising 
sales. This business model explains 
why disinformation, outrage, and 

insecurity are so prevalent online. 
Emotional manipulation maximises 
user engagement, enabling more 
intrusive data collection and higher 
profits.

A tax on digital advertising is one 
of the only practical ways to change 
this extraordinarily destructive 
business model. It would reduce 
platforms’ temptation to maximise 
user engagement through emotional 
manipulation; and, if coupled with 
limits on data collection, it would 
provide incentives to develop 
alternative approaches, such as 
subscription-based models.

Another advantage of a digital-
advertising tax is that it could be set 
even higher for content promoted to 
people under 21. Selling cigarettes or 
alcohol to minors is a serious criminal 
off ence. While it is not feasible to forbid 
young people from seeing content that 
damages their mental health, a high 
rate of taxation on advertising revenues 
derived from promoting such material 
is entirely appropriate. The proceeds 
could be devoted to strengthening 
mental-health programmes, not least 
those for teen suicide prevention. If 
there is any doubt about which content 
is hurting young people, we can just ask 
the AI recommendation algorithm. – 
Project Syndicate

 Daron Acemoglu, Professor of 
Economics at MIT, is a co-author (with 
Simon Johnson) of the forthcoming 
Power and Progress: Our Thousand-
Year Struggle Over Technology and 
Prosperity. 
Simon Johnson, a former chief 
economist at the International Monetary 
Fund, is a professor at MIT’s Sloan 
School of Management.

A patchwork of fixes and increased crop plantings around the world 
to counter the impact of war in Ukraine on global grain supplies are 
not enough to ward off further risks of disruption.

Extensive damage to Ukraine’s farm sector and uncertainty that the 
UN’s grain export corridor deal will be renewed this month suggest 
food prices may remain elevated, increasing the potential of hunger if 
other problems arise, agriculture experts warn.

Meanwhile, adverse weather, including a historic drought in No. 3 
corn exporter Argentina, highlights the risks of increasingly severe 
weather around the world for food supplies.

A year after Russia’s war on major grains producer Ukraine sent 
global crop values to decade highs on fears of shortages, prices of 
key crops have reverted back to pre-war levels, with benchmark corn 
futures down 10% and wheat futures more than 20% lower than the 
days before the invasion.

“The world has had some time to patch some holes,” said Dan 
Basse, president of AgResource Co in Chicago, citing larger-than-
anticipated Russian wheat exports and the grain export corridor deal 
that allowed some 3mn tonnes of grain per month to be exported from 
Ukraine’s Black Sea ports.

“If we don’t have another supply shock somewhere, the world 
can get by on the diminishment of Ukrainian grain. But it’s tenuous. 
Things have to go right,” he said.

Importing nations avoided a worst-case scenario as a record 
Russian wheat crop that was exempted from sanctions and bumper 
harvests in Australia and Canada helped offset sharply reduced 
Ukrainian wheat shipments. A surge in Brazilian corn production, 
meanwhile, blunted the impact of lower supplies from Ukraine and a 
weaker-than-expected harvest in the United States, the world’s top 
exporter of the feed grain.

The UN food agency’s world price index in February was down 19% 
from a record hit last March.

“Luck has played some role 
in events ... the combination 
of good weather (in some 
breadbasket areas) and strong 
producer supply response 
has kept market prices from 
rebounding back to the high 
levels of early 2022,” said Joseph 
Glauber, senior research fellow 
at the International Food Policy 
Research Institute.

But prices are likely to remain 
volatile this year, particularly 
during planting and key crop 
development phases, as global 
grain stocks remain tighter than 
normal.

“With production in Ukraine 
assumed to be even smaller 

in the coming season, other exporters will again be required to step 
to the plate, adding further impetus to cropping weather over the 
next year or so,” said International Grains Council (IGC) economist 
Alexander Karavaytsev.

Global wheat stocks are projected to thin to just over a three-month 
supply by the end of the 2022/23 season, the tightest in eight years, 
according to US Department of Agriculture (USDA) data. Corn stocks 
were seen at an 81-day supply, down 22% from a recent supply peak 
six years ago.

Global grain merchants and fertiliser makers warned that the world 
would need multiple good harvests to rebuild supplies.

“The world is looking to the other breadbaskets ... to make up for 
some of this gap,” said Ken Seitz, CEO of the world’s biggest fertiliser 
producer, Nutrien Ltd, in an interview.

Although Brazil is expected to harvest a record 125mn-tonne corn 
crop this year, production in No. 3 exporter Argentina is seen dropping 
to the lowest level in at least five years after the worst drought in 60 
years, USDA data showed.

Rising interest rates and a strong US dollar, which makes dollar-
denominated commodities more expensive for buyers holding other 
currencies, have heightened the risks for importing countries, IGC’s 
Karavaytsev said.

The Black Sea grain export initiative will be key to determining 
global grain supplies going forward, analysts said.

A renewal would allow exports to flow in the near term while 
continued access to global markets may encourage more Ukrainian 
growers to plant this spring despite the ongoing war, they said.

But high input costs, farm equipment losses and safety concerns 
suggest seedings will be even smaller than last year.

Ukraine recaptured farmer Borys Kalynovskyi’s fields in the 
northeastern Kharkiv region from Russian occupation in autumn, but 
much of his land was heavily mined.

“It’s very, very dangerous for workers right now to try even to do 
something in the fields,” he said. — Reuters
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Patchwork fi xes to 
Ukraine grain shortfall 
leave world vulnerable

Prices are 
likely to 
remain volatile 
this year, 
particularly 
during planting 
and key crop 
development 
phases

How to fi x platform 
economy
By Daron Acemoglu & Simon Johnson
Boston

WARNING: With the rapid development of “large language models” such as ChatGPT, Big Tech’s hold on impressionable minds will only strengthen, with potentially 
scary consequences.

If an algorithm 
is exploitative 
or manipulative 
toward children 
(or anyone else, for 
that matter), the 
responsibility for 
such harm should 
lie with the humans 
in charge. After 
all, AIs at this level 
are not operating 
autonomously of 
human decision-
making. To claim 
otherwise is to 
grant their creators 
legal immunity
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Hunt pledges
reforms to spur
slow economy
Reuters
London

Finance Minister Jeremy 
Hunt yesterday announced 
a plan that he hopes will 

speed up Britain’s stagnating 
economy, including childcare 
and pension reforms to get more 
people into work and corporate 
tax breaks to boost weak business 
investment.

Saying the world’s sixth-
biggest economy was now set to 
avoid a recession this year – even 
if it will still contract – Hunt said 
he would extend help for house-
holds hit by soaring energy bills 
and freeze a tax on fuel.

“In the face of enormous chal-
lenges, I report today on a Brit-
ish economy which is proving 
the doubters wrong,” Hunt said, 
to jeers from the opposition La-
bour Party which is riding high 
in opinion polls ahead of an elec-
tion expected next year.

“In the autumn we took dif-
fi cult decisions to deliver sta-
bility and sound money,” said 
Hunt, who was rushed into the 
Treasury last October to undo 
the plans for tax cuts that sowed 
chaos in fi nancial markets during 
Liz Truss’s brief premiership.

“Since mid-October, 10-year 
gilt rates have fallen, debt serv-
icing costs are down, mortgage 
rates are lower and infl ation has 
peaked. The International Mon-
etary Fund says our approach 
means the UK economy is on the 
right track.”

Labour leader Keir Starmer 
accused Hunt of “dressing up 
stagnation as stability” and said 
Britain “is on a path of managed 
decline.” After the shocks of 
Brexit, a heavy Covid-19 hit and 
double-digit infl ation, Britain’s 
is the only Group of Seven econ-
omy yet to recover its pre-pan-
demic size, having already suf-
fered a decade of near-stagnant 
income growth.

Hunt and Prime Minister Rishi 
Sunak resisted calls from some 
lawmakers in their ruling Con-
servative Party – alarmed by the 
biggest tax burden on the econ-
omy since World War II – for big 
tax cuts now.

But he found money to extend 
energy bill subsidies for house-
holds by three months and a 

decade-long fuel duty freeze for 
another year.

Despite that help, and lower 
infl ation than previously ex-
pected, living standards in Brit-
ain remain on track for a record 
fall over the two years to the end 
of March 2024, the Offi  ce for 
Budget Responsibility (OBR) in-
dependent forecasters said.

“Over this two-year period, 
households can expect to be sub-
stantially less well off  on average 
than they were at the beginning 
of it,” Paul Johnson, director of 
the non-partisan Institute for 
Fiscal Studies, told the BBC, 
pointing to big tax increases an-
nounced by Hunt in November.

“So households aren’t going 
to be feeling great at the end of 
this.” In a bid to speed up eco-
nomic growth, Hunt expanded 
free childcare to children under 
two in England as a way to get 
more young parents into work.

Campaigners said the £4bn 
($4.8bn) annual price tag was too 
small to fi x high childcare costs.

Another measure to boost the 
size of the workforce abolished 
penalties for people breaking 
thresholds on pension contribu-
tions in an attempt to keep more 
older people in work.

The OBR said it was hard to 
forecast the impact of Hunt’s at-
tempts to get more workers into 
the jobs market and it warned 
that the participation rate – peo-
ple in work or looking for it – was 
set to hit a 23-year low next year 
before rising again.

Hunt also announced a new 
incentive for business invest-
ment that will allow companies 
to off set 100% of their capital 
expenditure against profi ts, al-
though that represented a scal-
ing-back of tax breaks under a 
previous scheme.

The OBR said the change 
would not cushion all the pain 
for companies whose corporate 
tax rate will leap next month to 
represent its heaviest burden on 
businesses since the tax was in-
troduced in 1965.

Other measures included more 
investment in nuclear power.

Hunt said the government 
would add £11bn to the de-
fence budget – which has been 
stretched by Britain’s support for 
Ukraine in its war with Russia – 
over the next fi ve years.

Moscow warns US aircraft away
from air space after drone crash
Reuters
Washington/Kyiv

Moscow yesterday 
warned Washington to 
keep well away from 

its air space, after a US drone 
intercepted by Russian jets 
crashed into the Black Sea, the 
fi rst known direct confrontation 
between the superpowers since 
Russia invaded Ukraine.

Washington and Moscow 
traded blame for the incident, 
which took place in international 
air space near territory Rus-
sia claims to have annexed from 
Ukraine.

Moscow called it proof that the 
US was directly participating in 
the war; Washington called it an 
act of Russian recklessness.

Russia said it would try to re-
cover the drone wreckage from 
the sea.

Washington said it might 
never be recovered, and steps 
had been taken to ensure Russia 
could not gain intelligence from 
the wreckage.

“The Americans keep saying 
they’re not taking part in military 
operations. This is the latest con-
fi rmation that they are directly 
participating in these activities 
— in the war,” Kremlin Security 
Council Secretary Nikolai Patru-

shev said. The US military said 
two Russian Su-27 fi ghter planes 
had approached one of its MQ-9 
Reaper drones on a reconnais-
sance mission over international 
waters. The fi ghters harassed the 
drone and sprayed fuel on it, be-
fore one clipped the drone’s pro-
peller, causing it to crash into the 
sea.

“This incident demonstrates 
a lack of competence in addi-
tion to being unsafe and unpro-
fessional,” said James B Hecker, 
commander of US air forces in 
Europe.

White House spokesman John 
Kirby said US offi  cials had told 
Russia’s ambassador Anatoly 

Antonov that Moscow must be 
more careful: “The message was: 
Don’t do this again.” 

According to Russia’s account, 
there was no collision. 

The drone crashed after mak-
ing “sharp manoeuvres”, having 
“deliberately and provocatively” 
fl own close to Russian air space.

Moscow had scrambled its 
fi ghters to identify it. 

“The unacceptable activity of 
the US military in the close prox-
imity to our borders is a cause for 
concern,” Antonov, the ambas-
sador, said in a statement, accus-
ing Washington of using drones 
to “gather intelligence which is 
subsequently used by the Kyiv 

regime to strike at our armed 
forces and territory”.

“Let us ask a rhetorical ques-
tion: if, for example, a Rus-
sian strike drone appeared near 
New York or San Francisco, how 
would the US Air Force and Navy 
react?” he said, calling on Wash-
ington to “stop making sorties 
near the Russian borders”.

The Kremlin said there had 
been no high-level contacts with 
Washington over the incident, 
describing bilateral relations as 
“lamentable”.

Kyiv, for its part, said the inci-
dent showed Moscow was willing 
to “expand the confl ict zone” to 
draw in other countries.

Pakistan police postpone arrest
of ex-PM Khan, easing unrest
Reuters
Lahore, Pakistan

A Pakistan court yesterday 
ordered police to sus-
pend an operation to ar-

rest former prime minister Imran 
Khan, bringing a halt to pitched 
battles in which police baton-
charged supporters of the former 
cricketer and fi red water cannon 
and tear gas.

Security forces withdrew from 
around his home in the eastern 
city of Lahore, easing political 
instability in the nuclear-armed 
nation which is struggling with 
an economic crisis and awaiting 
an International Monetary Fund 
bailout.

The Lahore high court ordered 
police to postpone their eff orts to 
arrest Khan until today, provin-
cial information minister Amir 
Mir said.

Earlier, a senior police offi  cial 
said security forces had with-
drawn to accommodate cricket’s 
Pakistan Super League (PSL), 

the country’s top sporting event, 
which is being held at a stadium 
nearby.

The operation to arrest Khan 
came after a lower court in the 
capital Islamabad issued a war-
rant against him for defying or-
ders to present himself in court 
over charges that he unlawfully 
sold state gifts given to him by 
foreign dignitaries when he was 
prime minister from 2018 to 
2022.

In a tweet, Khan said he had 
signed a “surety bond” that 
would guarantee his appear-
ance in the court by a March 18 
deadline, and senior aide Fawad 
Chaudhry said Khan’s party, the 
Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf, had 
asked the court to stop the police 
action.

According to a list shared 
by Information Minister Mar-
riyum Aurangzeb last year, the 
gifts given to Khan include seven 
watches, including one valued at 
85mn rupees (about $300,000).

The list, which Reuters could 
not independently verify, also 

contained perfumes, diamond 
jewellery and dinner sets.

Khan has denied wrongdoing.
Pakistan’s 2024 dollar-de-

nominated bonds slumped al-
most 7 cents on the dollar after 
the clashes, while the rest of the 
curve fell as much as 3.3 cents on 
the dollar. Current Prime Min-
ister Shehbaz Sharif said a staff -
level agreement with the IMF 
would come soon.

Pakistan is expecting to un-
lock $1.1bn from the IMF, which 
will be critical in helping it avoid 
defaulting on external debt obli-
gations.

“Pakistan and the IMF do ap-
pear to be nearing a deal, but the 
IMF remain nervous,” said Ga-
reth Leather, a senior economist 
in the Emerging Asia team at 
Capital Economics. “Partly this 
is because of the country’s vola-
tile politics.

They could agree a deal with 
the current government, only to 
fi nd it has been replaced a month 
later with a PM more hostile to 
the IMF.”

Researcher Giovana Rebelo holds “plastic rocks” found 
on Trindade Island in the state of Espirito Santo, at the 
laboratory of the Federal University of Parana, in Curitiba 
state of Parana, Brazil. The geology of Brazil’s volcanic 
Trindade Island has fascinated scientists for years, but 
the discovery of rocks made from plastic debris in this 
remote turtle refuge is sparking alarm. Melted plastic 
has become intertwined with rocks on the island, located 
1,140km from the southeastern state of Espirito Santo.

Plastic rocks

Malawi’s President Lazarus Chakwera yesterday 
appealed for more international assistance 
to tackle the “national tragedy” unleashed by 
Cyclone Freddy, as he visited areas devastated 
by the deadly storm. “I appeal for more 
assistance from international partners and 
donors in the face of destruction and damage 
caused by Tropical Cyclone Freddy,” Chakwera 
said at a funeral for some of the victims in the 
southern city of Blantyre. Meanwhile, rescuers 
scrambled to reach survivors in Malawi’s 
battered city of Blantyre, after Cyclone Freddy 
triggered floods and landslides that have killed 
more than 240 people across two countries. 

Russia’s war in Ukraine has brought the world 
to a standstill when urgent action is needed to 
address growing global poverty, India’s G20 
summit negotiator Amitabh Kant said. India, 
which holds the bloc’s presidency this year, has 
sought to highlight the economic impact of the 
conflict as well as poorer countries’ debt. “Europe 
cannot bring growth, poverty, global debt, all 
developmental issues to a standstill across the 
world,” Kant said. “Especially when the south 
is suff ering, especially when 75 countries are 
suff ering from global debt, especially when 200mn 
people have gone below poverty line. Can that one 
war bring the entire world to a standstill?”

A ex-Australia premier rubbished the country’s 
nuke-powered sub deal, saying it unnecessarily 
targeted China and could have “deadly 
consequences”. Australia announced it would buy 
up to five US subs in an eff ort to bulk up Western 
muscle in the face of a rising China. Australian 
Prime Minister Anthony Albanese said the deal was 
the country’s biggest-ever military upgrade, while 
US President Joe Biden said it would ensure the 
region remained “free and open”. But ex-PM Paul 
Keating has derided it as a “great misadventure”. 
“History will be the judge of this project in the end, 
but I want my name clearly recorded among those 
who say it is a great mistake,” he said.

Untimely rains and hailstorms could damage 
India’s key winter-sown crops such as wheat, 
rapeseed and chickpeas just before harvesting 
begins for plants that have already suff ered 
some heat stress, industry and weather 
department off icials said. India’s weather 
department has warned key growing states in 
central, northern, and western regions could 
receive more rain and hailstorms in the next 10 
days. That could curtail production and lift food 
inflation, which the government and central 
bank have been trying to contain. A drop in 
wheat production could make it diff icult for New 
Delhi to replenish inventories.

A Myanmar delegation is visiting Rohingya 
refugee camps in Bangladesh this week to verify 
a few hundred potential returnees for a pilot 
repatriation project, though a Bangladeshi off icial 
said it was unclear when they would be going 
home. Nearly 1mn Rohingya Muslim refugees 
are living in camps in the border district of Cox’s 
Bazar in Bangladesh, most having fled a military-
led crackdown in Myanmar in 2017. Bangladesh’s 
Refugee Relief and Repatriation Commissioner 
in Cox’s Bazar, Mohamed Mizanur Rahman, said 
there was a list of 1,140 Rohingya who are to be 
repatriated through the pilot project, of which 711 
have had their cases cleared.

Malawi appeals for global 
aid after cyclone ‘tragedy’

India seeks world focus
on global poverty issues

Australian subs deal could
have ‘deadly consequences’

Weather threatens Indian
winter crops’ harvest

Team in Bangladesh for 
Rohingya return plan

DISASTER APPEALOPINION ALERT PEOPLE

Nor’easter buries parts of New England, floods threaten California

Ten of thousands of New England and New York homes and businesses were without power yesterday in the aftermath of a Nor’easter that dumped up to three feet 
of snow on the region, while a new atmospheric river storm raised the threat of more flooding in California. In the Northeast, the late-winter blizzard dumped about 
two feet of snow in the Berkshire mountains of western Massachusetts and northwestern Connecticut, and a foot or more in parts of New York’s Hudson Valley.
Across Massachusetts the accumulations varied greatly. In Colrain in the northwestern part of the state near the Vermont border, 36 inches of snow was on the 
ground, while Boston’s suburbs had about an inch. Half of all flights out of Albany International Airport, in upstate New York, were cancelled on Tuesday, according to 
flight tacking website FlightAware, while hundreds of more were grounded in New York City and Boston airports.

India ‘plans new security testing for 
smartphones, crackdown on apps’

India plans to force smartphone 
makers to allow removal of 
pre-installed apps and mandate 
screening of major operating 
system updates under 
proposed new security rules, 
according to two people and 
a government document. The 
plan for new rules, details of 
which have not been previously 
reported, could extend launch 
timelines in the world’s No.2 
smartphone market and lead 
to losses in business from 
pre-installed apps for players 
including Samsung, Xiaomi, 
Vivo, and Apple.
India’s IT ministry is considering 
these rules amid concerns 
about spying and abuse of user 
data, said a senior government 
off icial, one of the two people 
who spoke on condition of 
anonymity as the information 
is not yet public. “Pre-installed 
apps can be a weak security 
point and we want to ensure 
no foreign nations, including 
China, are exploiting it. It’s a 
matter of national security,” the 
off icial added.
Chinese manufacturers 
account for more than half of all 
smartphone sales in India.

India’s minister for state for 
IT, Rajeev Chandrasekhar, 
however, said the news was 
“plain wrong” and that “there 
is no “security testing” or 
“crackdown” as story suggests”. 
He added, in a post on Twitter, 
that there was an ongoing 
consultation between the 
government and the industry. 
He did not elaborate.
India has ramped up scrutiny 
of Chinese businesses since a 
2020 border clash between the 
neighbours, banning more than 
300 Chinese apps, including 
TikTok. It has also intensified 
scrutiny of investments by 
Chinese firms.
Globally too, many nations have 
imposed restrictions on the use 
of technology from Chinese 
firms like Huawei and Hikvision 
on fears Beijing could use them 
to spy on foreign citizens. China 
denies these allegations.
Currently, most smartphones 
come with pre-installed apps 
that cannot be deleted, such 
as Chinese smartphone maker 
Xiaomi’s app store GetApps, 
Samsung’s payment app 
Samsung Pay mini and iPhone 
maker Apple’s browser Safari.
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QIFF off ers visitors 
a taste of the world
By Joey Aguilar
Staff  Reporter

The variety of food off er-
ings – a mix of Arab and 
international cuisines – at 

the 12th Qatar International Food 
Festival (QIFF) continues to lure 
thousands of residents and visi-
tors, highlighting the country’s 
diverse and vibrant gastronomic 
landscape.

The latest edition of the an-
nual festivity, taking place at Al 
Sa’ad Plaza in Lusail Boulevard, 
a modern and iconic venue, fea-
tures more than 80 culinary ven-
dors and several other activations, 
entertainment and live cooking 
demonstrations such as the Geor-
gian culinary show.

Georgian chef Georgi Alugish-
vili, along with Qatari chef Aisha 
al-Tamimi, prepared authentic 
Georgian dishes at a recent live 
demonstration, which was at-
tended by Georgian ambassador 
Nikoloz Revazishvili, community 
members and other guests.

Highlighting the history and 
popularity of Georgian cuisine, 
the envoy said: “Food plays a very 
important role in Georgian identi-
ty. The foods and fl avours of Geor-
gia refl ect the country’s geograph-
ic setting. For centuries, Georgia 
served as a stop on East-West 
trade routes. As traders passed 
through, the Georgians borrowed 
and assimilated the fl avours and 
culinary traditions of visitors.

“Georgian cuisine now incor-
porates flavours and influences 
from the foods of Mediterranean, 
Persian and Asian cuisines. With 
time, each Georgian region has 
developed its own distinctive 

contributions to the country’s 
culinary identity. People travel-
ling from Qatar to Georgia fall in 
love with Georgian food and, as a 
result, Georgian cuisine is gain-
ing more and more popularity in 
Qatar.”

He added that two Georgian 
restaurants opened in Doha re-
cently – Mosavali at Doha Oasis 
and Al Terrace at Souq Waqif, both 
showcasing authentic Georgian 
cuisine. According to Revazish-
vili, traditional Georgian cuisine 
combines fresh meats, fresh veg-
etables, herbs and spices into dis-
tinctly fl avourful dishes that are 
considered among the healthiest 
in the world. He noted that for for-
eigners, Georgian cuisine is most-
ly associated with Khachapuri – a 
cheese-fi lled bread – or Khinkali 
– meat-stuff ed dumplings. 

“However, Georgian gastro 
culture can off er a wide range of 
traditional courses. One of them 
is Chakapuli – lamb stew with 
fresh greens, also Kharcho – beef 
stew with walnuts and Geor-
gian spices, along with other 
traditional dishes. The menus 
at Georgian restaurants in Doha 
provide a wide variety of authen-
tic Georgian dishes,” he said.

About the event, Revazishvili 
said QIFF has proven to be one of 
the most attractive festivals for 
gastronomy lovers, where inter-
national and local cuisines are well 
presented, giving visitors an array 
of options to choose from and ex-
perience the diverse cuisine. 

He stressed that family-
friendly entertainment and the 
chance to meet and learn from 
the most talented chefs provide 
a truly captivating experience for 
all visitors at QIFF.

Roving entertainment shows at QIFF enthral visitors.

Stalls at the Qatar International Food Festival are witnessing hectic activity. 
PICTURES: Thajudheen, Joey Aguilar and Georgian embassy

Entertainment galore at QIFF. A unique way to prepare food.

Georgian chef Georgi Alugishvili and Qatari chef Aisha al-Tamimi, 
along with Georgian ambassador Nikoloz Revazishvili, at a recent live 
cooking demonstration at QIFF 2023.

Activities 
for 
children 
at the 
venue.
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